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SUM M ARY
In this thesis we demonstrate the existence of certain Fong characters that 
behave well with respect to subnormal subgroups o f a x-separable group G, 
thereby answering a question o f  I.M.Isaacs. We also prove that any x - 
se parable group G has a set o f X -injectors, where X  is the class o f  groups 
that can be written as the direct product o f  their Hall x -  and Hall x '-  
subgroups. Further we prove that for all x  e  Irr(G) there exist a unique 
normal subgroup FN(x) o f G which is maximal with the property that every 
irreducible constituent o f Xfnix)  *s *“f#ctor*ble* W c then show that 
HFMX) "  Gx* where Gx is the X -radical of G. Finally we construct a set
X«In<G)
P„(G) C IntG ), such that the elem ents of the set { x* I X€ P«(G) > form a 
basis for the x-class functions o f  G , where (•) denotes restriction to x - 
elements, provided that 2c x  or G  is  o f odd order.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose o f this work will be to answer some questions on the theory 
o f characters o f  finite x-separable groups. I. M. Isaacs together with 
D. Gadjendragadkar originated this extremely rich area o f Character Theory 
in an effort to generalise already known results about p-soluble groups. In 
BS 31 and BS 41, Isaacs manages to generalise the Fong-Swan Theorem  for 
p-soluble groups to a similar theorem for x-separable groups. The Fong -  
Swan Theorem (72.1 in [DOl) connects the ordinary irreducible characters of 
a p-soluble group G to the irreducible representations o f G over a  field of 
characteristicp.
In this work we shall answer a question of Isaacs concerning the 
existence of certain irreducible characters of a Hall n-subgroup o f  a x - 
separable group G. The background material that is essential for 
understanding Isaacs' question is provided in chapter 1 of the thesis and 
mainly in section 1.1. In section 1.2 we provide the reader with the most 
important and relevant results for the answering of Isaacs' question. The 
results in section 1.2 come mainly from BS 31, BS 4) and [GAJ.
In chapter 2 o f the thesis we give an affirmative answer to  Isaacs' 
question. Our answer proves the existence of the desired characters by 
inductively constructing the irreducible characters with the desired property. 
An example to illustrate our answer is provided in section 2.2.
In chapter 3 we prove the existence of a certain conjugacy class of 
subgroups o f a  x-separable group G, that are maximal with the property of 
belonging to the class X, where X is the class o f groups that can be written 
as the direct product of their Hall x-and Hall x'-subgroup. We show  this
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by proving first that X is in fact a Fitting class. Then we show that given a 
7t-separable group G, there exists a set Inj X(G) -  {V I G x £  V £  G and 
Vr*S is X-maximal in S, V S « G ) ,  where Gx  is the X -  radical of G. The 
elements of the set Inj X(G) are called X-injectors and any two of them are 
G-conjugate. In section 3.2 of chapter 3 we show that given any irreducible 
character X o f a n -separable group G, there exists a unique normal subgroup 
of G, which we shall denote by FN(%), such that FN(X) >s maximal subject 
to the two properties (i)FTV(x) <  G and (ii) every irreducible constituent o f 
X/=Mx) ‘s ^-factorable. (For the definition of a Tt-factorable character we 
refer the reader to section 1.2 o f our chapter 1). W e also show that 
f]FN(X) is a characteristic subgroup of G and in fact equals Gx , where Gx
X«ln(0)
is the X - radical o f G for the class X  defined in section 3.1.
In chapter 4  we utilise our discovery of the unique normal subgroup 
FN(x) associated with an irreducible character X of a 7t-separable group G, 
to construct a subset P ^G ) Q Irr(G) such that the elements o f  Px(G) when 
restricted to the K-classes o f G, they form a basis for the 71- class functions 
o f G, provided that 2e n o r  IGI is odd. In [IS 3] Isaacs proves that there 
exists a uniquely defined such subset o f Irr(G) which he calls B*(G). We 
show that, under the hypothesis that 2 e n  or G is o f  odd order, our set 
P*(G) ■ B*(G), thus giving an alternative way to construct Isaacs' B ^ G ) .
Finally we include an appendix at the end o f the thesis to state certain 
results that will make the understanding o f the thesis easier for the reader. 
Section A .l of the appendix includes mainly Clifford's Theorem which is 
one o f the most basic theorems in the theory o f characters o f groups and we
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shall use it throughout the thesis without explicitly refering to it. Section A.2 
gives an account o f the theory o f  Brauer Characters as described in chapter 
15 o f [IS 11. Finally section A.3 gives an account o f Mackey's Theorem, in a 
form which we shall be using thoughout this work.
We finish this introduction by providing a list of notation and 
terminology.
A group will always mean a finite group throughout this thesis. Given a 
group G, the notation H £  G and H < G will denote that H is a subgroup, 
respectively proper subgroup, o f  G. Similarly H £  G and H  c  G will 
denote that H is a subset, respectively proper subset, o f  G.
We will use the usual notation N <  G  whenever N is a normal subgroup of 
G (not necessarily proper) and N <  G whenever N is a maximal normal 
subgroup o f G. W e will use the standard notation S « G  and S char G 
whenever S is subnormal, respectively characteristic in G.
If p is a prime and xeG, then we say that x is p-regular if x has order not 
divisible by p.
If x, yeG , then [x, yl«x_ly- lxy.
If X, Y £  G, then the commutator of  X,Y is ( X, Y] *<[x, y] I xeX  and 
ye Y>, that is to say, the subgroup generated by the commutators [x, yl. 
Throughout the thesis ft will denote a set o f prime numbers and ji' the set of 
complementaryprimes.
If s and t are integers, then s 11 will denote that s divides t.
If H  £  G such that H is a Jt-group, and IG : Hi is divisible by no primes in 
it, then H is called a Hall w-subgroup of G. We denote the set o f Hall n -  
subgroups of a group G by H all^G ). If He Hall*(G), and K £ G , then we
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say that H reduces into K if  H nK  e Halln(K). W e will assume Hall's 
standard theorems on the existence, conjugacy and dominance o f  H all x - 
subgroups. ([HA])
A chain of subgroups G -  G0 ^  G , £  G2 £  . . .  £  G „ - 1 is called a series of 
G, provided each Gj <  G j_|, for l ^ i ^ n .  The factor groups G ^ / G j  are 
called the factors of the series and the integer n is called the length o f  the 
series. If each Gj is a maximal proper normal subgroup of Gj_|, then the 
series is called a composition series and the factors G ^ j/G j are called its 
composition factors. A series of a group G is called a normal series, 
provided each Gs is normal in G. A normal series o f  a group G is called a 
chief series of G , provided each Gs is a proper subgroup of G j., chosen 
maximal subject to being normal in G. The factors G ^ j/G j are called the 
chief factors of the series.
If p is a prime number, then a group G is p-soluble if every composition 
factor of G is either a p-group or a p '-group.
A group G is x-separable if  every composition factor o f G is either a x -o r  a 
x '-group. Equivalently a group is x-separable if it has a normal series such 
that every factor o f the series is either a x -  or a x'-group.(Clearly a p - 
soluble group is {p}-separable.)
A homomorphism R  o f a  group G into the group GL(n,F), the group o f  all 
non-singular nxn matrices with entries in a field F, is called a representation 
o f G  o f degree n.
If R  is a representation o f G, then we define the character x  of G afforded by 
R  by setting, for g c G ,
X(g)“ tr(R(g)).
where tr(R(g)) denotes the trace of the matrix R(g). We denote the set o f 
characters o f  G by Char(G).
A character is called irreducible if it is afforded by an irreducible 
representation and ordinary if the underlying field F  is the field of complex 
numbers C. Irr(G) will denote the set o f ordinary irreducible characters of 
G.
IBr(G) will denote the set o f irreducible Brauer characters o f G. (See 
definition in the Appendix, section A.2.)
Irs(G) will denote the set of irreducible subcharacters of G, that is to say, the 
set o f irreducible characters of subgroups o f G.
If K <. G  and xe  Irr(G), then Xk w*U denote the restriction of the character 
X to K. If 9  e Irr(K), then <p° will denote the induced character. If Xk “ 9» 
then we say that 9  extends to G, and x  is called an extension of <p in G.
If H £  G and 0, <p€ Char(H), then [0, <p) will denote the inner product o f 0 and 
9 . Recall that [0 ,9 ] equals the multiplicity o f  9  as an irreducible constituent 
of 0, whenever 9 €lrr(H). Throughout the thesis we shall assume Frobenius 
reciprocity law, that is to say [9 ,XDom(<p)l = [9Dom(x>.xK whenever 
Dom(x) ^  Dom(9 ).
Let K ^ G  and x£ Irr(G). Consider Xk= e i9 t+c292+ • • • +e»9*. where 
9 i€lrr(K ) and c j-  t Xk» 9l for ie { l ,  2 ,. . . ,s}. We call the set {9 ^ . . . .  9J ,  
the set o f irreducible constituents o f Xk- Whenever Xk-  «9. we shall refer to 
9  as the unique irreducible constituent of Xk» regardless o f the multiplicity of 
9  *n Xk-
If 9 , Xg Irs(G) such that Dom(x) t  Dom(9 ), then we shall use both 
9 1 Xi>om(«p) and x > 9  to mean that 9  is an irreducible constituent o f  x  upon 
restriction to the domain of 9 .
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If K  £  G , then Cq(K) and NG(K) will denote the centraliser and normaliser 
o f  K in  G  respectively.
If K £  G  and N £  NC(K) and 9  eIrr(K), then the N-conjugate q>" o f  9 , is 
defined by <p"(k) ■ 9 (n~1kn). We denote by In(«p) the set {neN I 9" -  9} 
and we call IN(9) the inertia subgroup of q> in N.
If 9«  Irs(G), then Irr(G I 9 ) will denote the set o f  irreducible characters of G 
which have 9  as an irreducible constituent upon restriction to the domain of 
<P
If G is a group, then C1(G) will denote the set o f coniugacv classes o f G. 
When it is understood, then G* will denote the set of n-elem ents o f G. 
Similarly, C1(G*) will denote the set o f the 7t-coniugacv classes.
We shall use the notation cf(G) to denote the set of class functions o f  G and 
analogously cf(G*) will denote the set of Tt-class functions o f  G.
The usual notation 0*(G ) will be used to denote the maximal normal 71- 
subgroup o f G.
The notation 0*(G) will be used to denote the n-residual o f  G, that is to say, 
the intersection of all normal subgroups o f G with ji- quotient. W e define 
similarly 0**(G) ■ 0 * (0 * (G )) and so on. Both 0*(G ) and 0*(G ) are 
characteristic subgroups o f G.
If K £  G , then COreciK) will denote the core o f K in G, that is to say, the 
largest normal subgroup o f  G contained in K.
CHAPTER 1
§1.1  Background
In this chapter we will give the background for Isaacs' question 9.2 in 
OS 41. Let G be a p-soluble group and <p e  IBr(G). (For the definition and 
elementary properties o f  the Brauer characters we refer the reader to the 
appendix at the end o f the thesis.) According to the Fong-Swan Theorem, 
Theorem 72.1 in tDOl, there exists an ordinary irreducible character X of G 
such that X*“  <P. where (•) denotes restriction to p-regular elements. In 
OS 21, Isaacs manages to construct a uniquely defined subset YÌG) £  Irr(G) 
such that
(A) * defines a bijection from  Y(G) onto IBr(G), and
(B) if N <  G and X € Y(G), then every irreducible 
constituent o f  Xn  1*cs *n Y(N)-
Isaacs found that this construction allowed generalisation to re-separable 
groups. A p-soluble group is in particular {p}-separable. So if  re is an 
arbitrary set of primes and G* denotes the set of re-elements of a 
re-separable group G, we consider the restriction map from cf(G) to cf(G*>.
In OS 31, Isaacs manages to show that i f  G  is a re-separable group, then 
cf(G*) has a unique basis B  such that:
(D) X 6 Itt(G) +  X* is a  Z 20-linear combination of 
elements in B, and
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(FS) (pe i? +  3 X c Iit(G) with X* ■ 9-
W e write B  « I„(G). Notice that if x  -  p \  then I „(G) -  IBr(G). It is 
clear that if  B  is a basis for cf(G*) satisfying (D) and (FS), then B  is 
uniquely determined since it must be the set
I^G) -  { X* : X 6 Irr(G), X* is not o f the form 
X* -  for £, p « Char(G) }.
It is also clear that the set I„(G) spans the space of cf(G*) since 
(X*: X « Iit(G)} spans cf(G*). It is the main result o f US 3) that there does 
exist a basis satisfying (D) and (FS), and thus I„(G) is the unique such basis; 
this set may therefore be used in most situations that IBr(G) would be used 
in the classical case x -p '.
The strategy used to prove the linear independence o f I„(G) is to defíne 
in a canonical way a certain subset B„(G) C Irr(G) and then to show that 
{ X* : X e  B„(G )} is a basis for cf(G*) which satisfies (D), noticing that 
(FS) is trivial in this context. Hence I„(G) -  { X* : X € B„(G) } is a  basis 
satisfying (D) and (FS), and the map • : B„(G) —*I„(G) defined by 
X i—»X* is a bijective map.
Isaacs also proves in [IS 31, Corollary 7.5, that if X € B„(G), then every 
irreducible constituent o f  XN lies in B„(N) for every normal (or subnormal) 
subgroup N o f G. Because o f the way the B„(G) are constructed, it turns out 
that for x -p ',  the set B„(G) -  Y(G) in the classical case for p-soluble 
groups.
One of the key results about B„(G) is the following theorem.
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1.1.1 THEOREM (8.1 in [IS  3])
L e t  G  be k - separable and let H  be a Hall n-subgroup o f  G. Suppose 
X 6 B ^G ). Then the following hold:
(a) i f  a  €  Iit(H), then a ( l )  £  IXH.al X ( l ) , .
(b) Xh has an irreducible constituent a  with X (l), ■ <*(1) •
(c) I f  a  is as in (b), then for y  c  B„(G) we have
1.1.2 Definition
Let G be Jt-separable and let H € Hall^G ). We say that a  e  Irr(H) is a 
Fong character o f  H  in G, if there exists a X € B ^G ) such that a  is a 
constituent of XH and a ( l )  -  XG)« • W e then say that a  is associated with 
X ■
1.1.3 Remarks
(a) Notice that by Theorem 1.1.1 parts (a) and (b) above, the Fong 
characters o f  H  associated with some X € B ^G ) are precisely the 
ineducible constituents of XH of minimal degree.
(b) If xeB«(G), then Xh ■ X*H and hence the Fong characters associated 
with X are also associated with X*.
(c) In [FOl, Fong proved that given <p e  IBr(G), there exists an irreducible
9
constituent a  of such that a °  -  C>v, the "projective" o r  "principal 
indecomposable" character of G associated with <p. Recall that
-  Z  < v c
X«In(0)
W hat this means is that for each X e  Irr(G), the decomposition number 
d ^  -  [a°,Xl. (For the definition o f the decomposition numbers see 
appendix section A.2). He also proved that a ( l )  -  q>(l)p».
(d) In US 31 Isaacs proves the following corollary (Corollary 10.1 in [ IS 3 ]): 
Let G be n-separable. Then there exist non-negative integers 
"decomposition numbers" “in for  £ € Irr(G) and r\ e  BX(G) such 
that
(0  for all f.ehrt.0).
Furthermore, i f \ y e  BK(G) and a  is any Fong character associated 
with y ,  then
(ii) a °  -  E
$«In<G)
It is clear now why Isaacs decided to name the irreducible constituents of 
XH o f  minimal degree (X €  BK(G)) "Fong" characters, since if  we put 
P i n  the above equations, we get the classical case that is described in 
Remark 1.1.3 (c) above. I
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Fong characters do not in general behave well with respect to normal 
subgroups. Isaacs provides us with an example (9.1 in l IS 40 to illustrate 
that. He constructs a 7t-separable group G and finds an a  e  Irr(H) such that 
a  is Fong associated with some X e  B„(G) and a normal subgroup N o f G, 
such that no irreducible constituent o f a NnH is Fong in N.
So he asks the following question:
1.1.4 Question (9.2 in [ IS 4 J )
L e t  G be K-separable and H e  Halln(G). / /  <p e  I^G ), does there 
necessarily exist an associated Fong character a  e  Irr(H) such that for 
every  N <  G, every irreducible constituent o f  a Nr>H is Fong in N  ? ■
In fact we shall show in Theorem 2.1.28 that given xG B„(G) there 
exists a Fong character a  such that every irreducible constituent o f a SriH is 
Fong for S for all S «  G.
§ 1 .2  Review o f  the * - theory
In this section we shall state the results about B„(G) that we shall need to 
answer question 1.1.4.
A very important role in the theory o f B„(G) is played by a certain set of 
irreducible characters o f G which were studied extensively by 
Gajendragadkar in IGA), namely the set X K(G) £  Irr(G) called n-special 
characters.
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1.2.1 Definition
Let G  be x-separable. We say X e  Iit(G) is n-spccial provided th at:
(i) X(l) is a x-num ber and
(ii) for all S «  G and all irreducible constituents 0  of X$. the 
determinantal order o(0) is a x-number. I
Given any character X o f G, we define D e ^  : G -----♦ C by
Det^(g) -  det (.Rig)), where i t  is a representation affording X- DeLj is a 
linear character of G and o(X) is its order as an element o f the group o f linear 
characters of G.
1.2.2 Lemma (Proposition 4.1 in [GA] )
L et M be a subnormal subgroup o f  G. L et <p be an irreducible constituent 
o f  XM fo r  some X « ^„(G ). Then <p lies in X K(M). I
1.2.3 Lemma (Proposition 4.5 in (GA))
Let M  be a subnomal subgroup o f  G such that IG : Ml is a n-number. 
L et <p g -Jf„(M). Then every irreducible constituent o f  (pG belongs to 
XJG). I
1.2.4 Lemma (Lemma 2.4 in US 31)
Let M  be a normal subgroup o f  G such that IG : Ml is  a it'-number. Let 
0 g A*(M) be invariant in  G. Then 0 °  has a unique n-special 
irreducible constituent 0 and in fact 0 extends 0. I
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1.2.5 THEOREM (Proposition 7.1 in [GA] )
L e t  G be n-separable and assume that a ,  (5 eIir(G ) are n-specia l and 
n'-special respectively. Then the product a (3 is irreducible. I f  also 
a (3 -  a'{3\ where a '  and  P ' are n-special and n'-special, then a  « a '  
and P -  P'. I
1.2.6 Definition
If X €  Irr(G) can be written in the form x  ■ ctP, where a  is n-special and P 
is n'-special, then we say that x  «s n-factorable. I
We omit the definition o f  BK(G) in this section. We shall describe briefly 
how the B ^G ) are constructed in chapter 4.
1.2.7 Proposition (Lemma 5.4  in [IS 3) )
Let X e  Irr(G), where G  is  n-separable. Then the follow ing are 
equivalent:
(i) X is n-special.
(ii) X e  Bk(G) and  X (l) is  a n-number.
(Hi) X e  Bk(G) and X is  n-factorable. I
1.2.8 THEOREM (Theorem 2.1 in US 4] )
L et G be n-separable and le t N  <  G.
(a) I f  x  €  B^G ), then every irreducible constituent o fx N lies in 
Bk(N).
(b) I f  G /N  is a n -g ro u p  and 0 e BX(N), then every irreducible
constituent o fQ °  lies in B„(G).
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(c) I fG /N  is a it-group  andO e B^(N), then 0 °  has a unique 
constituent x  e  B„(G). Also  [ xN. 01 -  1. I
If K £  G and 9  e  IX(K), then we define tp° e  cf(G*) by using the usual 
induction formula for characters but applying it only to re-elements. Using 
(FS) in K and (D) in G we can check that <p° is a non-negative linear 
combination of I„(G). In [IS 4], section 3, Isaacs shows that theorem 1.2.8 is 
also true with I* () replacing B *() .
1.2.9 Corollary (Corollary 7.5 in [IS 31)
Let G  be a n-separable group and let X6 B*(G). Then every irreducible 
constituent o fx s  lies in  B„(S) for every subnormal subgroup S o fG .  I
1.2.10 Lemma (Corollary 6.5 in OS 31)
L et G be a n-separable group, N <  G such that G /N  is  a it-group. 
Let x€  B„(G). Then X tfisa  sum o f  distinct irreducible constituents . I
1.2.11 lem m «  (Corollary 6.3 in OS 31)
L et N<jG, where G is n-separable and G /N  is a it-g ro u p . Let 
V e  B*(N) be invariant in G. Then V has a unique extension  x GB*(G).
I
1.2.12 Lemma ( Corollary 6.4 in OS 31)
Let N £  K £  G, where G is  n-separable, N <  G  and  G /N  is a 
n'-group. Suppose rieB ^ K ). Then some irreducible constituent o f  tjg 
lies in  B*(G). I
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1.2.13 Lemma ( Corollary 6.6 in [IS 3) )
L et N £  K £  G, where G is  n-separable, N < G and G /N  is a 
¿-group. Let x<Bg(G). Then every irreducible constituent o f  Xk lies in 
B*(K). I
1.2.14  Lemma ( Corollary 7 .6  in [IS 3) )
L et N £  K £  G, where G is n-separable, N <  G and G /N  is a 
n-group. Let x  € Itt(G) and  T|eIrr(K) with  Ixk. "Hi ^  0. Then xeB„(G) 
i / and only ifr \e  B„(K). I
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CHAPTER 2
S 2.1 Im c»' Oucition
In this chapter we shall answer Isaacs' questions 1.1.4. A very important 
role in answering the question is played by the lower xx*-series o f  G which 
we define below.
Given a x-separable group G we define Ok(G) as the intersection of all 
normal subgroups o f G with x-quotient in G. Thus G /0*(G ) is the 
maximal x-factor group of G and 0*(G) is a characteristic subgroup of G. 
We define similarly O*’(G). Notice that 0*(0*(G )) -  0*(G ), and since G is 
x-separable at least one of the 0*(G) and 0 *(G ) is proper in G.
2.1.1 Definition
Let G be x-separable. we constuct the lower x x '-series o f  G by repeatedly 
applying O* and 0 *\
This is then the series
l - N m < K m < . . . N0 < K o -G  (2.1.1a)
defined by N, -  O 'fK j) and Kj -  o 'c N j ., )  for i - 0 .1 . . .  .,m. I
Thus N /K ^ ,  is a i t -group and K /N j is a x-group. For the first few 
terms o f the lower xx'-series we shall often use the notation N0 -  0*(G), 
Ki ■ O^CG), N j m 0 * * n(G). It is also worth noting that the lower 
xx '-series is a characteristic series o f  G since being characteristic is a 
transitive property on subgroups. Notice that the lower x x '-series o f G will 
indeed terminate in 1 since every chief factor o f G is either a x  or x'-group.
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2.1.2 Definition
Let G be it-separable, H e  H all^G ) and a  6 Irr(H) such that a  is Fong 
associated with some x  « B*(G). Then o  is said to be subnorm als Fong if 
every irreducible constituent of a Sr)H is Fong for S for all S «  G. I
2.1.3 Remarks:
(a) If G is x-separable, and H € Hall„(G), then S o H  e  Hall„(H) for all 
S «  G.
(b) Notice that if we can show that subnormally Fong characters exist, then 
this will answer Isaacs' question 1.1.4.
(c) It follows easily by Lemma 1.2.2 and Theorem 1.1.1(b) that if % is 
n-special, then the unique Fong character for % is subnormally Fong.
(d) W e shall also use the following conventions :
W e say that a  €  Iit(H) is Fong for G if  there exists a x€ B ^G ) such 
that a  is Fong associated with X-
W e say that a  €  Irr(H) is Fong for v if  x  is the unique (Theorem 1.1.1) 
irreducible character of G that lies in B*(G) such that a  is Fong 
associated with %•
If K £  G and 9  e Iir(K) and x  e  IrrfG) we say that t  lies over a> if
<pixK.
(e) W e shall use Corollary 1.2.9 without constantly referring to it, that is
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whenever %€ B*(G) every irreducible constituent o f  Xn *s >n B*(N) for all 
N « G .
(f) We shall also use the following elementary f a c t ; Let G be n-separable, 
H eH alljiG ) and T  £  G such that IG : Tl i s  a n-number. Then 
TnHeHalljCT). To see this, it is enough to observe that G -  TH; this is 
because T  contains a Hall Jt'-subgroup of G and hence 
f r  : T n H  I -  IG : Hi is a n '-num ber. It follows now by the definition of 
a Hall n-subgroup, that Tr>H e Hall,,(T).
(g) In this chapter we shall rely heavily on Clifford's Theorem which 
appears in the appendix, section A .l, where the terms conjugate 
character, inertia subgroup and Clifford correspondent are defined. I
2.1.4 Proposition
L e t  G be n-separable, H e  Hall„(G) and N <  G  such that G « NH.
L e t  x  e B„(G). I f  a  I Xh ar)d  <P I Xn have com m on irreducible constituent 
S upon restriction to N nH  such that 8 is Fong fo r tp, then IH(tp) £  IH(8).
Proof:
Since every element o f N stabilises <p, that is <p" -  <p for all n €  N, the 
G-orbit of <p is in fact the H -orbit o f <p. Hence, if  6 1 <pNriH and h e  IH(S), 
then 8 19hNriH- By hypothesis, the character 8 is Fong associated with <p. 
So 8(1) ■ <p( 1 )„. Since conjugate characters have the same degree, we have
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9 *0 ) « -  6(1 ), and so 6 is Fong for 9*». By Theorem 1.1.1(c) <p must 
equal 9*»; therefore h e  IH(<p) and the lemma is proved. I
2 .1 .5  Lem ma (Lemma 4.1 in PS 31)
L e t  N<G and K£G such that N K -G  and write Nr»K-M . Let 
0 €  Irr(N) be invariant in G  and let q>€ Iit(M) be invariant in K. Assume 
that t 0M- 9 )  ■ 1. For x eIir(G  I 0) and {¿elrr( K I 9 ), write x«-» % i f  
[ Xk * £] ^ 0. Then *—* is a bijection between Irr(G I 0) and Irr(K I 9 ). 
A ls o  ifx* -> $ . then I Xk* £1 ■ 1 and
XU) e<u 
t o T " < p o ) -  •
2 .1 .6  Lem ma
L e t  G be n-separable, N < G  such that G /N  is a n-group and 
H  e  Hall^G). L et also x  e  BK(G), 9 1 Xn and 8 a Fong character o f  
N n H  for  9  such that Ih(9) -  Ih(5). Then there exists a unique Fong 
character a  o f  H associated with x  and lying over 8; in fact, a  is the 
o n ly  irreducible constituent o f  xH lying over 8.
Proof:
Since G /N  is a n-group we have that G -N H . Let T  -  I<j(9 ) and I -  Ih(9) 
(«  Ih(5) by hypothesis). Thus we have the following diagram:
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To prove the lemma we use induction on IGI. By Remark 2.1.3.(0 we have
that T o H  e  Hall,,(T), and since T nH  -  I we have that T -  NI. Assume first
that T  -  G, that is to say I -  H. By Theorem 1.1.1 the hypotheses o f  Lemma
2.1.3 are satisfied and by that result there exists a unique irreducible
constituent a  o f  xH lying over 8 and
X 0) 9 0 )
o ( i )  ■ 3 o T  .
Considering x-parts of both sides of this equation we have 
X (0 *  9 ( 0 *
a t »  * t ò t  '
and since 8 is Fong for <p, we have 8(1) ■ 9(1)*  and hence %(1) -  a (l)„ . 
Thus a  is Fong for % and the lemma is true in this case.
Therefore from now on we m ay assume that T  < G, that is I < H. Thus we 
have the following diagram:
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Let Ç be the Clifford correspondent of x  with respect to <p; thus £ e  Irr(T  I <p) 
and ÇG«X- Let Ixn» <p) "  e- By Lemma 1.2.14, the character Ç e  B„(T), and 
so applying our inductive hypothesis to T, we conclude that there exists a 
unique Fong character y  o f Ç such that y lies over S. Since 6 is invariant in I 
by hypothesis, we have
YNrM “  lYNnH* 8) 8  •
By the second part of the inductive hypothesis, the character y is the only 
irreducible constituent o f Çj lying over 5 and furthermore [Çi, yl -  1 by 
Theorem 1.1.1.
Therefore we have [Çn<~>h> 8) ■ (TnoH* 8).
Next we prove :
Q s in u  tyNr»H> 51 -  e
This is because tyN(^ H,8) = £ Nr « .8)
“  I^n-9 ) [<PNnH> 81 since ÇN is a multiple o f <p
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-  [xN,<pl [ 8] by Cliffords Theorem.
-  c I<PNr.H. 8)
-  e, since [q>NnH> 8] -  1 by 1 .1 .1 (c) i
Let a  -  Y11- Since y e  Irr(116) and I ■ Ih(8), the character a  is irreducible 
by Clifford's Theorem and y (l)  IH : 11- a ( l ) .  Since y  is a Fong character 
for we have yO )«£(l)* , so £(1),,IH : 11 ■ o ( l)  and since IH : 11 ■ IG : H, 
we have I j O ^ l G r T  I -  a ( l ) ,  and therefore xO )* -  a ( l )  because 
£(1)IG : T1 ■ xO ) and IG : T  I is a n-number. Consequently a  is a Fong 
character for X-
To prove that a  is the only irreducible constituent o f Xh ovcr 8 is equivalent 
to showing that [XnoH* 81 -  [aNriH. 81, since [Xh. a l  -  1 by Theorem 1.1.1. 
This follows easily since [xNr\H- 51 -  (Xn- <Pl (fNnie 81 « e .l .  Furthermore 
(a NriH» 81 -  fyNoH* 51 -  e, where the first equality is due to Clifford's 
Theorem and the second follows by the claim above. Therefore (XNr\H* 81 -  
ia Nr>Ht 81 ■ e. So a  is the only irreducible constituent o f Xh lying over 5 and 
the lemma is proved. I
2 .1 .7  Lem ma
L et G be n-separable, N <  G, H e  HallK(G), x € B*(G), and 
a  e  Iit(H) such that a  I Xh • H  some irreducible constituent o f  a Nr>H is 
Fong for  N, then every irreducible constituent o fa NnH is Fong for  N.
Proof:
Let 8 1 a NnH such that 8 is Fong for N and <p I Xn such that 8 1 tpNriH. Then, 
since <p e  B ^N ) by 1.2.8.a, this 8 must be Fong for <p, hence tpO ), -  8(1).
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Since Nr>H <  H, ii follows by Clifford's Theorem, that all inreducible 
constituents o f a NnH have the same degree, that is to say &H.I) -  6(1) for 
all heH . Hence, whenever (31 a NnH and y  I Xn such that PI VnoH- wc have 
(3(1) -  6(1) ■ <pd)x -  y(l)* . The last equality follows from the fact that <p 
and y  are conjugate characters and as such they have the same degree. So 
P(l) -  y ( l) „ ,  and since y  e  B„(N) by 1.2.8.a, the lemma follows. I
2.1.8 Proposition
Let G  be n-separable, H e  H all^G ) and x  c B*(G). Then there exists 
a Fong character a  e Irr(H) associated with x  such that
(i) every irreducible constituent o f o ^ x ^ Qy ^  is Fong fo r  0*(G), 
and also
(ii) i f  61 Oo^o)nH> then IH(<p) -  IH(6), where <p I Xjo\Q )  such that 6 
is  Fong forty.
Before proving this result, we make some remarks and prove some 
preliminary lemmas 2 .1.10  to 2 .1 .12 .
2.1.9 Remarks
(a) Notice that by Lemma 2.1.6, if  such an a  exists, then a  is the only 
irreducible constituent of Xh lying over 6.
(b) We must stress that the Fong character we are seeking in Proposition
2.1.8 must satisfy both conditions (i) and (ii) above simultaneously. It is
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possible for a Fong character to satisfy condition (i) but not necessarily 
condition (ii), as Isaacs' example 9.1 in [IS 4] shows. (W e shall look at 
Isaacs' example in detail in section 2.2.)
(c) Condition (ii) of Proposition 2.1.8 implies that a  has unique common 
irreducible constituent upon restriction to 0 * (G )o H  with every 
irreducible constituent of Xo’HG)- *
2 .1 .10  Lemma
Let G be a n-separable group, M <  G such that G /M  is  a n'-group, 
HeHallgfG) and a  eIrr(H ) . Then a  is  Fong for  G i f  and only i f  a. is 
Fong for  M.
Prggf;
Let a  be Fong for G; then there exists xe  Bn(G) such that a  I Xh and 
0 (1 ) -  x ( l) r  Since M has n '-index in G it contains H, and so there exists 
9  I Xm such that a  I 9 H- By Lemma 1.2.10 all irreducible constituents o f Xm 
are distinct, and so it follows by Clifford's Theorem that x ( l ) -  s<p(l), where 
s is the length of the G-orbit of <p. Since s is a n '-num ber ( s divides 
IG : MI), we have X O )*" 9 0 )* . and so it follows that o  is Fong for 9 . 
Hence a  is Fong for M.
Conversely, if a  is Fong for M , there exists a <p e  Bn(M) such that a  I <Ph 
and a ( l )  -  9(1)*- By Theorem 1.2.8.C there exists a unique X€ B*(G) such 
that 9 1 Xm. and arguing as above, x(D* -  90)«. Therefore a  is Fong for %
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and hence Fong for G. I
2.1.11 Lemma
L et G be  * - separable. H e  Hall*(G), N < G such that G /N  is  a 
n-group. L e t x  e  B ^G ) and  a  e  Irr(H) such that a  is Fong for X- 
Assum e further that a. satisfies the following two conditions:
(i) every irreducible constituent o f  a NrtH is Fong for  N ;
(ii) i f  8  I ctNriH, then a  is  the only irreducible constituent o f  Xh tying 
over 8.
Then Ih(<P) “  Ih(8). where 9  is  the irreducible constituent o f  o f  Xn such 
that 8 is  Fong  for 9 .
Proof:
By Lemma 2.1.4 we have IH(<p) ^  Ih(8). and so to prove the lemma it is 
enough to show that IH : IH(<p)l -  IH : IH(S)L Let IH  : IH(<p)l -  r  and 
IH  : I„(6)l ■ ».
By Remark 2.1.3.(0, we have that IH(<p) is a Hall a-subgroup o f  1*3(9 ) and 
so we have that IG  : 1*3(9 )! -  IH  : IH(<p)l -  r. It follows now by ClifTonTs 
Theorem that
X ( l) -« p ( l) r  (2.1.11a)
and a ( l )  ■ ¿5(1 )s. (2.1.11b)
where e -  fow. «plandê -  [o^ h. 61.
Since 9  is the only irreducible constituent o f  Xn lying over 8 by 1.1.1(c), we
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have
tXNrvH. 81 -  Ixn . 9 l Î9 noH» 81 -  e 81 -  e. (2 .1 .1  lc)
By part (ii) o f the hypothesis, a  is the only irreducible constituent o f  Xh 
lying over 6; hence
ÎXnoh» 81 -  IXn» a l Ia NnH' 81 ■ 1 [&NnH> 81 -  c. (2 .1 .1  Id)
Combining (2.1.11c) and (2.1.1 Id) we get
e - c .  (2. 1 .1 1 e)
Since both e and r  divide IG : Ic(<p) I they are both 7t-numbers, and so 
considering n-parts o f  (2 .1 . 1  la) we obtain
X ( t )« - « p ( l ) mr. (2.1.110
By Theorem 1.1.1(c) w e have x d ) * “  « (1 ) and <p(l)K -  8(1), and so 
(2 .1.1  If) becomes
a ( l )  -  e5(l)r.
By (2.1.1 lb) and (2.1.1 le )  it follows that r «  s. I
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The next result shows that if 2.1.8. holds with N -  0* (G ), then it holds 
for any intermediate normal subgroup N. ( 0*(G) £  N £  G .)
2.1.12 Lemma
L et G be x-separable, N < G  such that G /N  is  a x-group and 
H €  Hall^G ). L et x  e B*(G), and a  e  Irr(H) be a Fong character for x  
such that a  satisfies:
(i) every irreducible constituent o f  oco^GV-M 75 Fong for 0*(G)
and
(ii) i f  8 I ct0 *(Gy'vH> d'en IH(8) -  IH(y ) for the unique v  I Xo*(G) 
such that 8 is Fong for  y .
Then every irreducible constituent o f  a Nr>H is Fong fo r  N  and i f  0 1 a NnH 
such that P is Fong for some 0 1 Xn* then IH(0) ■ IH(p).
Proof:
Let 0 1 Xn and <P I ®o*(G)- Then condition (ii) o f the hypothesis together with 
Remark 2.1.9(c) implies that, upon restriction to 0*(G) r* H , the characters 
o  and <p have a common irreducible constituent for all <p I Xo*(C)- 1° 
particular, there exists 8 1 0CQX(G)nH such that 8 is Fong fo r <p. Since there 
exists a unique such <p I Xo*(G)» ** follows that condition (ii) is satisfied by 
V ■ <p. Since Nr»H <  H we have
ÏNnH<«P) -  Ih(9) r t  (Nr»H) -  I„((p) n  N 
*Nn»i(fi) -  IH(5) n  (N nH ) -  I„(8) n  N
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and since IH(<p) -  Ih(8) by hypothesis, it follows that 
InohW  “  1noh(8)- 
Thus we have the following diagram:
O
By Lemma 2.1.6 there exists a unique Fong character P o f 0 such that P lies 
over 6 and P is the only irreducible constituent o f 0NnH lying over 6. Since 
a  is the only irreducible constituent o f  Xh lying over 5 by Lemma 2.1.6, the 
character p must be a constituent of a NnH and by Lemma 2.1.7 every 
ineducible constituent of a NoH is Fong for N.
It remains to show that IH(P) ■ Ih(®)> which by Lemma 2.1.11 is equivalent 
to showing that a  is the only irreducible constituent o f Xh lying ° vcr Pi but 
this follows easily from the fact that a  is the only irreducible constituent of 
Xh lying over S. I
We are now ready to prove Proposition 2.1.8.
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PrpQf p f Proposition 2.1.8:
We use induction on IGL W e may assume that 0 * (G )< G  for if 
0 “(G) -  G , then Proposition 2.1.8 is trivially satisfied by all the Fong 
characters o f %• Let N -  0*(G ) and <p IXh- Let also T  -  l ^ f )  and 
I -  I„<*). By Remark 2.1.3.(f) we have I c H a iy T )  and therefore T  -  NI. 
Assume first that T < G  and hence that I< H . Let Ç elnfT  I 9 ) be the 
Clifford correspondent o f x  with respect to <p, that is to say -  X- By 
Lemma 1.2.14, we have that ÇeB„(T), and since 0*(T) -  0*(G) we can 
apply the inductive hypothesis to T  to conclude that there exists a Fong 
character y  o f Ç such that every irreducible constituent o f  yNnH is Fong for N 
and if 6 is one o f them, then Ij(8) ■ Ij(tp) ■ I, in other words 6 is invariant in 
L
G
6
Appealing to  2.1.4, we have I -  I,(8) i  IH(Ô) S IH(q>) -  I. and so
IH(6) -  IH(<p). (2.1.8«)
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Since y  € In{I | 6), it follows by Clifford's Theorem that y”  is irreducible. 
Since TH -  G, by Mackey's Theorem we obtain (4°)H« in
particular, y”  is an irreducible constituent o f  (4°)H« X„. Let y” = a e  Irr(H). 
Then a  is Fong for x, because
o ( l )  -  y(l)lH : II -  4 (1 ),IG : Tl -  (4(1)1G : H ) ,  -  X(1 V
Hence it follows by lemma 2.1.7 and (2.1.8a) that a  satisfies the conclusions 
o f  Proposition 2.1.8 and the result is true in this case.
We may from now on assume that T  -  G. Let K -O * * (0 ) and L -0***(G ). 
We may also assume that K < N, for if K -  N. then N -  lby x-separability. 
and this implies that G is a it-  group, whence G  ■ H and result is trivial in 
this case.
C
Since 9  is invariant in G, it follows by G ifford's Theorem that
X u - e * '  (2 .1 .8b)
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where e is a jt-number by A. 1.4, and since IN : KJ is a n'-num ber, it 
follows by Lemma 1.2.10 that
9K» 0t+...+6 ,, (2 .1 .8c)
where all the ©¡'s are distinct. Morever, s is a Jt'-number because s I IN : Kl. 
Combining (2.1.8b) and (2.1.8c) we obtain
XK-  e(8 i + . . .  +0,). (2.1 8d)
and hence by G ifford 's Theorem we have IG : lc(0j)l ■ s for all 
i e j l , . . . ,  s}. Therefore, since s is a Jt'-number, there exists a t e | l , . . . ,  
s} such that ^(O ,) contains H. Let 8=0, and note that 0 is invariant in KH. 
Let p  I 0104 such that p  I Xkh- Since 0e  B*(K), it follows by Theorem 
1.2.8(b) that peB*(KH). It is easy to see that 0*(KH ) = L, and so by the 
inductive hypothesis applied to KH, there exists a Fong character a  for p 
such that every irreducible constituent £ o f cx^ h is Fong for L and is such 
that IH( t)  = IH(y), for the y  I pL such that £ is Fong for y .
Since 0  is invariant in KH, it follows by Lemma 2.1.5 that
X d) 9 0 )
P (l)"  00) (2 .1 .8e)
which implies that [xn. tpl ■ e ■ [pK, 0), that is pK= e0. Applying Lemma
2.1.12 to KH gives a  = e5, where 8 is Fong for 0. By Lemma 2.1.10 
we have that 5 is also Fong for <p and in particular, since both <p and 5 are 
invariant in H, we have that
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Ih« P ) - I h<8)-H . (2.1.80
Finally, since e is a x-number, we have
0 ( 1 )  •  «8(1 ) -  «9 ( 1 ) « -  ( e 9 d ) ) « - x ( l ) « ;  (2 .1 .8*)
and so a  is a Fong character for x • Equation (2.1.80 now, ensures that a  
satisfies the conclusions of Proposition 2.1.8 and the proof is complete. I
2 .1 .1 3  Corollary
Let G be n-separable, H eH alln(G), N<G such that G /N  is  a it-group  
and xeB*(G). Then there exists a Fong character a  o f  x  such that every 
irreducible constituent o f  a NoH is  Fong for  N and i f  (31 a NriH. then 
IH(0) ■ IH(P), where 0 1 xN such that P is Fong for 0.
Proof:
Since 0*(G) £  N, by Proposition 2.1.8 there exists a Fong character a  o f x 
such that every irreducible constituent o f  otQi^cy^i is Fong for 0*(G ) and if 
6 1 °co’l(G>~>H is associated with some <p I Xq* ^ .  then Ih(9 )  ■ Ih(®)- The 
result now follows by Lemma 2.1.12. I
2 .1 .1 4  Corollary
Let G be n-separable, N<G such that G /N  is a n-group, H eH all^G )
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and x cB ^G ). A lso  let a  I x H and  <P • XN be such that a NriH and 
have common irreducible constituent 6 such that 6 is  Fong for  <p. Then  a  
is Fong for % *nd a  is the on ly  irreducible constituent o f  xH lying over & 
i f  and only i f  IH(<p)-IH(S).
Proof:
+  follows by Lemma 2.1.11.
«■ follows by Lemma 2.1.6. I
2.1.15 Definition
Let G be n-separable, HeH all„(G ), x ^B ^G ) and a  a Fong character o f  H 
associated with X- Then a  is said to be 7t-Fong if given the lower n r t '-  
series of G,
1 - Nm<K1I,<aNm. 1<3...< N 0<K o-G . (2.1.15a)
every irreducible constituent o f  <*NriH is Fong for Nj for all
i« { 0 , 1 ......... m}. I
2 .1 .16  Remarks
(a) If a  is Ji-Fong, then every irreducible constituent o f  a Kjr>H is Fong for 
Kj for all ic jo , 1 , . . .  ,m} by Lemma 2.1.10.
(b) If a  is x-Fong, then every irreducible constituent o f  a N.oH is n -F o n g
for N| for all ie  jo, 1.......... m}. By Remark 2.1.16(a) every irreducible
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constituent o f a Kjr<H is in fact x-Fong for K; for all i.
(c) If a  is subnormally Fong, then it is clearly x-Fong. In particular, it 
follows by Remark 2.1.3(c), that if x  is n-special, then the unique Fong 
character a  associated with x  is x-Fong. I
2.1.17 Definition
Given the lower xx'-series o f G,
1 -  Nm<3K1II<l.. .N0<K<)-  G, 
and x e  B„(G), a chain of irreducible characters:
(2.1.17a)
. . <<p<°><6<0)m x,
where (K')€Bj|(K{) and (pi'teB^Nj) satisfying
for all i e {o, 1......... m} is called a good B. - chain o f X-
(2.1.17b)
(2.1.17c)
Next we show that a given Xe B„(G), where G is n-separable, a good 
B„-chain of x  always exists. We prove first the following lemma:
2.1.18 Lemma
Let G  be K-separable, H€ Hall„ (G) and K ^  N S G  both normal in  G
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such that G /N  is a it-group and N /K  a it’-group. L e t also x  6 B*(G) 
and <p I Xn- Then there exists a 0 I 9 k such that 
Ih ( 0 ) - I h (9)
Proof:
Since N has n-index in G, wc must have that G  -  NH. Let T  -  ^ ( 9 ), and 
let 9 k -  0,+62+ • • •+®»- ^ hen *>y Lenima 1 .2 .10  all the 0j's are distinct for
ie { l ,  2 .......... s}, and by Clifford's Theorem s is a x '-num ber since it divides
IN : Kl. Let Jj -  lo(0j) for 1 S i  £ s. By Theorem 1.2.8(c) it follows that 9  is 
the only irreducible character in B*(N) that lies over 0j for all i and so we 
have that T  £  Jx for all i; hence ■ I-KOj). Let £ be the Clifford 
correspondent o f x  with respect to 9 . Thus we have the following diagram:
H
T oH
N r «  -  K nH
G -  NH
Since the length o f the T -orbit o f 0j is equal to the length o f  the N-orbit o f 
0j fo r all ie { l ,  2 , .  . ., s}, we must have that IT : Jjl ■ s, which as remarked 
earlier is a x'-number. By Remark 2.1.3(0 we have that
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Ih(9 ) -  ToH  c  Hall*(Tj. It follows now. since IT: Jj is a x'-number for aU 
i. that there exists a t« {1 .2 ..  . . a )  such that J, *  IH(9) 0 -  0, and
J -  J, we then obtain that Ih(0) -  JnH  -  Ih(<P). and die lemma is proved. I
By applying Lemma 2.1.18 repeatedly to pairs o f terms in the lower 
xx '-series of G, we see that, given any x  e  BiKG), a good B*-chain o f x  
can always be constructed.
Thus we have the following corollary:
2.1.19 Corollary
L e t  G be n-scparable, He Hall* (G) and % e  B* (G). Then a good  
B K-chain o f x  always exists. I
2.1.20 Remark
It is clear from the definition that conjugating a good B*-chain o f x  with any 
element o f H gives us another good B*-chain o f  X- ■
N j^ riH -K jO H
«d-‘>
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2.1.21 Dcfiniripn
Let G be 7i-separable and H eH all^G ). Let x ^ B ^ G ) and let a€ lrr(H ) be a 
Fong character for X- Then we say that a  is strongly rt-Fong if
(i) a  is Tt-Fong, and
(ii) whenever
l - 6<m)< 6<",~,)< . . . < 6(0>< o  (2 . 1 .2 1 a)
is a chain of irreducible characters such that 8(,)e  Irr( H n N ;) is Fong for 
<p(l) eB ^N j) in a good B^-chain of x. then
■x ,ohK ,) - ' K^ ( 6<'>) 0 .1 .1 1 »
for all ie jo , 1 , . . ., m}. I  
2 .1 .22  Remark»
(a) A chain of the form (2.1.21a) corresponding to a good B^-chain of x 
always exists by (2.1.19) and assumption (i) o f  the definition above.
(b) If a  is strongly re-Fong for x. then 5(,) is strongly 7i-Fong for <p(,) for
all ie |o ,  1 ............m}.
(c) Since NjOH ■ Ki+1r»H, it follows by Lemma 2.1.10 that 5(,) is Fong 
for 0(,+1) and in fact stongly re-Fong. (See diagram on previous page.)
(d) By (2.1.17c) and (2.1.21b) it follows that ¡ ^ ( e 0*0 ) -  I
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2.1.23 Lemma
L e t  G be n-scparable, H cH all^G ) and M < G such that G /M  is a 
k -group. L et x 6 B*(G) and a  a strongly n-Fong character for X 
Then every irreducible constituent o f  a Mr(H is strongly re- Fong fo r  M.
Proof:
W e first make the obvious remark that 0*(M ) -  0*(G). Let
l - N m<Km<  . . . <N q<K0- G  (2.1.23a)
be the lower rere'-series o f  G. Let
l-<p<m,< 6<m)< . . . .<<p<0)< 6<0,-X  (2.1.23b)
be a good B*-chain o f x  and
l - 6(m)<6(m"1)< . . . . <5(0,< a  (2.1.23c)
the corresponding chain o f Fong characters. Since M has re-index in G, 
we have N0 <  M <  K«, -  G and, in particular NqDH  <  M r\H. Let P1 
. Then by Lemma 2.1.12, we have that (3 is Fong for M associated with 
some y  I xM- Since Mr^H < H, all irreducible constituents o f <*MriH are 
conjugate, and so we m ay assume without any loss of generality that P lies 
over 6(0)
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o
X
M nH
P
N 0r» H - K ,r»H
rf0)
To show that (3 is  strongly Jt-Fong for M it is enough to show that 
l.<p<"',< 0<" '1< .  . . .< tpw>< V (2.1.23d)
is a good Bjj-chain o f y  and also that the corresponding chain  o f Fong 
characters
l - S 'm,< 6<m- " < .  . . . < 6<0)< p (2.1.23e)
satisfies the follow ing conditions:
............. “ } O  '-23«
and
<2 , -2 3 *>
By (2.1.23b) w e have that -  I|C.nH(0<^ l)) *"d by (2 .1 .230  we see
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that ■n/Mli*'1’) ■ 'v u i® 0’) for 1111' *  >• To complete the proof we only
need to show that
(2.1.23b)
But by (2.1.23a) and (2.1.23b) we have
■ » ■ „ n - ' H r ) '
and intersecting these equalities with M gives (2.1.23h) and this completes 
the proof. I
2 ,1 .24  THEOREM
Let G  be a n-separable group, H eH all^G ) and  xeB ^ G ). Then there 
exists a strongly n-Fong character a  associated w ith  x  •
Proof:
We use induction on Id.
Let 1 ■ Nm<Kni< . . . .  <Nq<Ko- G  (2.1.24a)
be the lower nx'-series of G, and let
l - 9 (n,)< 0(m)<  . . . . < 9 (O)< 0(O)-  x (2.1.24b)
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be a good Bx-chain o f X-
We may assume that N0 < G , for if N0 -  G, then K, is the first proper 
subgroup in (2.1.24a), and by the inductive hypothesis applied to K,, there 
exists a strongly Jt-Fong character 6(1) for 0( ,) . By Lemma 2.1.10, we have 
that 6(1> is also Fong for x . since G /K , is a Jt'-group. Since 6(l) satisfies 
conditions (2.1 .2 1b) obviously for i- 1  and by the inductive hypothesis for 
i >  1 , we may choose a  -  6(,) and theorem is true in this case.
Let T<0)-  IG(<P<0)) and Ç<0) be the Clifford correspondent o f x  with respect to 
<p(0>. Assume first that T*0’ < G .
By Lemma 1.2.14 we have that $<0)€ B^T*0’), and since O*(t <0)) -  Or(G), 
by the inductive hypothesis applied to T<0) there exists a Fong character y  of 
£(0) such that y  is strongly tt-Fong for £(0). Let us now consider the 
following good Bx-chain of £ (0):
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l - 9 (n,)<0(m)< - . . <«P(0)<^(°)- (2.1.24c)
(Notice that (2.1.24c) is indeed a good B„-chain o f £(0) since 
*l<0)r^(<P(0)) ■ Ti°)nH -  IH(V°>) ■ IH(0(1)), that is to say both <p(0) and 0(l) 
are invariant in T<0>nH and hence It<ov h^(<P<°)) ■ it(0)oh(®<1)) “  T<0>rtfl; 
furthermore IKir,H(<p(,)) ■ IiC.r 4H(o<M'!>) for all i £  1 by (2.1.24b).)
Since y  is strongly tt-Fong for £(0) there exists a chain o f Fong characters 
corresponding to (2.1.24c), namely
1 - 8(n,)< 6(m‘,)<  . . . < 6(0)< y (2.1.24d)
such that
-  Ik,oh(V °)  for all i 2  I (2.1.24«)
and
h<0)r«(S(0)) -  h # W l( f <0)) -  T«»nH. (2.1.240
Hence, by Lemma 2.1.4 we have IH(S<0)) ^  Ih(<P(°)) -  T<0)r»H = It(0)oh(8<0>) 
£  Ih(8(0) and therefore
Ih(8(0)) -  IH(<P(0))- (2.1.24s)
In view o f (2.1.24g) we can deduce from Lemma 2.1.6 that there exists a 
Fong character a  of % such that a  lies over 8(0) and the argument o f the 
proof shows that in fact a * y ” . Hence
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1 - 8 ‘” ><5‘“ ' l,<  . . . < 6<0)< a
is a chain o f  Fong characters corresponding to the good B„-chain in 
(2.1.24b), and by (2.1.24e) and (2.1.24g), it follows that a  is strongly n -  
Fong. (Condition (i) o f Definition 2.1.21 easily follows from Lemma 
2.1.7.) Therefore, from now on we may assume that <p(0) is invariant in G, 
and hence in H. Since (2.1.24b) is a good B„-chain o f x. it follows that 0 (1> 
is also invariant in H. Let p(1) I (e(,))KlH such that p(l)l XKiH- Since 
K jH /K , is a n-group, it follows by Theorem 1.2.8b that pO teB^fl^H ), 
and by the inductive hypothesis applied to K tH, there exists a Fong character 
a  o f p(1) such that a  is strongly tt-Fong for p(l).
G
H
a
N 0n H -  K ,n H  
8(0)
N ,O H
6(l)
By Lemma 2.1.12 it follows that
a K,nH
e ( | )6 (° ) >
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(2.1.24H)
where e(l)-  [aK^ ,  5(0)] -  [(p(,))K(. 6<l>]- By Lemma 2.1.10 we have that 
8(0) is also Fong fo r <p(0) and it follows easily from Lemma 2.1.5 that
e(,)-[XNo*<P(0>). (2.1.241)
Using (2.1.24i) and Clifford's Theorem, we have that x ( l)  -  e(1)<p(0)( l) ,  and 
taking n-parts o f  this equality we obtain
(*<!>)«" e<‘>6<°>(l) -  o (l).
Therefore a  is a  F ong character for %■ By Lemma 2.1.23, we have that 8(0) 
is strongly a -F o n g  for K,, and by assumption IH(5(0)j -  H -  IH(<p(0>) -  
Ih(®(1>)‘ completes the proof that a  is a strongly Jt-Fong character, 
since the chain o f  characters
l _ 5(m)< 6<m-,)<  < 5(0)< a
is the corresponding chain of Fong characters to the good Bx-chain
for‘ " is{°-1....... 4  •
Our aim will be to show that strongly tt-Fong characters are in fact 
subnormally Fong, for then Theorem 2.1.24 will guarantee their existence 
and this will answer Isaacs’ question. W e need one more proposition.
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2.1.23 Proportion
L e t G  be n-separable and M <  G such that G /M  is a x'-group. Let 
XeBjjiG), and a  a  strongly n-Fong character fo r  X- Then a  is 
strongly %-Fong fo r  M.
To prove this proposition we need the following lemma.
2.1.26 Lemma
L e t  G  be n-separable, M and N normal subgroups o f  G such that 
G -  M N with G /M  being a n-group and G /N  a n'-group. Let 
X g B k (G) and let p and 0 be irreducible constituents o f  xM and XN 
respectively such that PMr(N and 0Mr>N have com m on irreducible 
constituent<p. Then
y p > - v * >
Proof:
Let I -  IG(q>). Then ^(cp) -  InM  and IN(<p) -  Io N . Since InM  and Ir»N 
are normal subgroups o f I and I /In M  is a n-group and I /Io N  is a id- 
group, we have that I -  (M rdJ^Nnl). From Theorem 1.2.8c we know that p 
is the only irreducible character o f M in BX(M) that lies over <p; hence 
IQ(p) ^  I, and since p  is clearly invariant in M, it follows that IQ(p) £  MI. 
Let £  be the Clifford correspondent o f x  with respect to  <p, thus x  . and 
let Ç*11 -  Çe Irr(MI). Hence we have the following diagram:
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Next we claim that IM ■ IQ(p). By definition o f £, we clearly have £ °  «x» 
and so to prove our claim we must show that (xM, pi -  [£M, p). Since p  is 
the only irreducible constituent of xM ‘hat lies over <p and since 
IPmoN- <pl-lby Theorem 1.2.8c, we have that [xM> pi -  iXMnN. <pl- By 
Clifford's Theorem we also see that 1 * , ^ .  <pl -  <pl. Hence it follows
that
Pi i  K«. pi -  * 1 » 1 ^ ^ .  »1 -  [*MoN. <pl -  lx«. pi
Therefore we have equality throughout, and in particular 
^M ’ ^  m ^  "  e’ “ y- Consequently CM- e p ,  and C°-X. hence
IO : IM1 -  IG : IQ(p)l for, by Clifford's Theorem IG : IQ(p)l 
-X ( l) /d X M. p l p a ) ) -  X iD /d ^ .p lp O M - X O V C tn - I G r lM l.  Since 
IM £  IG(p), by the above equality we must have that IM -  IG(p). Thus the 
claim is proved. Finally we observe that
1,/P) -  IQ(p)oN -  IMrJM -  ((Ir»NXIr»M))MoN
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-  ((Ir»N)M)riN
-  (Mr»NXIr»N)
- InN-yt).
Hence Lemma 2.1.26 follows I
2.1.27 Corollary
L e t  G , M, N be as in Lemma  2.1.26. L et xeB„(G ), 7ei 0 1 x  n . and let 
p  I Xm - Then there exists a unique vp e Irr(M nN) such that 
I ©MciN» Vl * 0  * [ pMriN. Vl-
Pro o f:
Let 9  be any irreducible constituent of ©moN. and let p ' I X M. be some 
conjugate of p that lies over <p. By Theorem 1.2.8c we have that p ' is the 
unique such character o f  M in B„ (M). Since the G-orbit o f p  is in fact the 
N -o rb it o f  p, there exists an n e N, such that p -(p ')n. Therefore p  lies over 
9". T o  finish our proof we need only show that cp" is the only irreducible 
constituent o f ©MnN that lies below p. This follows easily from  Lemma 
2.1.26, since conjugating tp" by any element in N, induces a sim ilar action on 
the o rbit o f p. Therefore, put \|/=cpn and the corollary is proved, since p  and 
V uniquely determine each other.l
W e are  now ready to prove Proposition 2.1.25.
Proof o f  Proposition 2.1.25:
W e use induction on IGI.
Case 1: 0 * (G )< G .
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Lat
1 - N m<Kni< . . . . oNoOKo-G (2.1.23a)
be the lower »» '-series of G. Since a  is a strongly n-Fong character for % 
we can find a good B„-chain
l - 9 <” ><8,“ ,<  . . .  < 9 m « P > . X  (2.1.25b)
o f x, and a corresponding chain
1 -  S‘" ,<Sl"-,,<  . . . .  < 8<0>< o  (2.1.25c)
of Fong characters, such that
U * “) -U 8,l)) (21-25d>
for all i € jo, 1, . . . ,  m j. Let M be any normal subgroup of G with 
»'-index in G. Then M rO *(G ) < 0* (G ), and since M rO *(G ) has 
»'-index in 0*(G), we have
MnO*(G) *  0**(G ). (2.1.25e)
Similarly Mr>0*(G) is normal and has » -index  in M, and hence
M nO ’iG) *  0*(M ). (2.1.250
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Let 1-N„<K.C. . . .^NdflKo-M (2.1.25*)
be the lower xx'-series of M. It follows by (2.l.25e) that M/~tN0 2  Kt> and 
by (2.1.250 that M oN„ 2  N0. Let v <0, l (e <l>)MnN°such that 
t / 0** BK(Mr'tN0). By 1.2.8c there exists a unique such v l0> lying over 9111 
Clearly v '° :' also lies below 9 *° So we have the following configuration:
It is easy to see that IH(e‘ l>) s  IH(v “”) S IH(<p‘0>) -  IH(8">). where the last 
equality follows from the fact that (2.1.25b) is a good B,,-chain for *. 
Hence
(2.1.25h)
By Remark 2.1.22(b) we know that 8(0) is strongly it-Fong for <p(0), and
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since M nN 0 has x '-in d ex  in No ( -0 * (G ) < G). we can apply our inductive 
hypothesis to N0 for the normal subgroup M oN 0 to conclude that S(0) is 
strongly x-Fong fo r y (0).
Let
l - $ (n)< 0 (n)< . . . <§(,)< $ (0)< y (0) (2.1.251)
be a good B„-chain chain for y <0)where for 0 £ i £ n ,  and
0(,) € B„(K^) for 1 £  i £  n. (As remarked earlier on in the proof, M n N 0 has 
x-index in M and so the lower xx '-series of MrdM0 is (2.1.25g), apart 
from the term Kq which is replaced by M o N 0.J 
Also let
1 -  s (n)<  * -* > <  . . .< S (0)< 6(0) (2.1.25j)
be the corresponding chain of Fong characters such that
-  ' t A * " )  for til I S i S n  (2.1.25k)
and
V ^ H ) ( i <0>) -  I((M ^o^)(S<0>). 01.251)
Let p  I ( V 0))M such that p  is a  constituent o f XM Then by Theorem 1.2.8b it 
follows that p  g B„(M). Now by (2.1.25d) and (2.1.25H) we have 
I„(V<°>) = I h (ô<0)), and so by Lemma 2.1.6, there exists a Fong character a '  
for p  such that a '  lies over 6(0); furthermore a '  is the only irreducible 
constituent o f Ph that lies over 5<0). Since IH(cp<0)) -  IH(S(0)), a further 
application of Lemma 2.1.6 tells us that a «  a ',  since a  is the only constituent
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of Xu lying over 8(0).
It remains to show that IH($ <0)) -  Ih($<0>)- We wiU do *»>•* by showing that 
o  is in fact the only irreducible constituent o f Ph that lies over S(0), and thus 
the result will then follow by Lemma 2.1.14. Observe first that 8<0) is in fact 
strongly x-Fong for $(0). We also have that 
IMj^ N{riH($<0)) -  and thu$ '* f ° " ows by lemma 2.1.6  that
Iit (M nNy-vH 18(0)) consists entirely of irreducible characters that are Fong 
(in fact strongly x-Fong ) for Mr*No. Therefore it follows that there exists 
a bijection from In  (Mr*No I $ <0>) into In  (M n N o o H  18(0>). Clearly 
y<°> € Irr (Mr'iNo I $<0>), and under the above bijection, it corresponds to 
6<°) € Irr (Mr»NonH I S<0>). Thus if y* I Pmt»n0 >* such ,hat 
V  € In  (M nN o I $ <0>), then there exists an ho € H, such that y*-  (y<°>)ho 
Hence it follows that (5<°))h° € In  (Mr'vN(/'\H 18(0*), and clearly (St0))**0 is 
the unique irreducible constituent of y 'H that lies over 5<0). But as remarked 
earlier a  is the only irreducible constituent o f Xh> and hence o f Ph . that lies 
over the H-orbit of 8*°>. It follows now that a  is the only irreducible 
constituent of Ph that lies over 8(0), and Corollary 2.1.14 yields the required 
equality, that is to say,
'H<i<0>) - 'H ( S <°>)- (2.1.25m)
W e next claim  that
l - $ (n)< §(n)< . . . < $ (0)< §(0)« p  (2.1.25n)
is a good B„-chain of p,where $ (>)and 0O) are as in (2.1.25i) for 0 £  i £  n.
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To prove this claim we need only show that Ih($ <0>) •  because by
(2.1.25i) the remaining conditions are satisfied. But this is clear from the fact 
that I ||(§(1)) £  IH($(0)) -  Ih(5<0)) £  Ih(8<1)). for then we have equality 
throughout and the claim is proved.
The chain o f  Fong characters corresponding to (2.1.25m) is clearly
. . < 8(0)< a ,
and so by (2.1.25k) and (2.1.25m) it follows that a  is strongly Jt-Fong for 
p. Hence a  is strongly Jt-Fong for M, and proposition follows in this case. 
Case 2: 0 * (G ) -  G.
In this case n -separability implies that ■ 0 * ”(G) < G . In the notation of
(2.1.25a) and (2.1.25b), we have that <p(O)- 0 (O)- x  and 8(0)- a .  Let 0(,) be
the unique irreducible constituent o f Xk, sucb that a  is  Fong for 0*1 . Then
by Remark 2.1.22(c), we see that a  is stongly n -Fong for 0(1). Let p  be the
unique irreducible constituent o f Xm ly>n8 ovcr a - Then by Lemma 2.1.10
we know that a  is Fong for p. Let $ (0) be an irreducible constituent o f p ^ .
(We use the same notation for the lower kk '-  series o f  M as in (2.1.25g).)
Clearly 0<l) is also an irreducible constituent o f p„ , and so by Corollary
*t
2.1.27, it follows that, upon restriction to NqO K , , the characters $ (0) and 
0(,) have unique common irreducible constituent y (1). (w e may, without 
any loss o f  generality, assume that y (,) lies over q>(1), since <p(t) is just any 
one o f the irreducible constituents o f  (®(1))n ,-)
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X
K ,
0^ H
a
N 0r «
S<o>
K trM
Lei S(0) be an irreducible constituent o f su£h l^at $<0) *s ^ong f°r
V 0 . By Lemma 2.1.23, we have that S(0) is  strongly x-Fong for y (1) 
since o  is strongly x-Fong for 0(,). Let §( ,) l ( V 0 )*  such that ^  is Fong 
for 0(t). Then by the inductive hypothesis applied to NonKi (with K t in the 
place of M), we can conclude that S(0) is strongly x-Fong for 0(1) since 8(0) 
is strongly x-Fong for 
Let
• ■ < ^ (,)<0(1) a .l.2 5 o )
be a good B„-chain for 0(,). where ^ (i)« B ll(N iX and 0(,)€B*<K,) for all 
1 £  i £  n, using the notation of (2.1.25g). Since S(0) is strongly x-Fong for 
§(,\  let
l-S<-><S(n- l)< . . < 8(,)< 8W  (2.1.25p)
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be the chain o f Fong characters corresponding to (2.1.25o). Then
for »111  £  i £  n. (2 .1 .2* ,)
Next we claim that
U 0 w < 8 w < .  . . < e “ )< $ <0,< p  (2.1.25r)
is a  good B„-chain for p, that
1- 8 W< 8<*',)< . . . <S(1)<S(0>< o  (2.1.25s)
is the corresponding chain o f  Fong characters, and that
for all 0 £ i £ n .  By (2.1.25o) and (2.1.25q), we need only show that
Ih($ <0))“ Ih(®(1))“ Ih($(0))- By Lemma 2.1.4 we have
s  IH(S<,>) s  Ih($<0>)- a  1.230
By Remark 2.1.3.(0 we have that Ih($ (0)) € H all^IM^ (0)JJ. By Lemma 
2.1.26 it follows that IKl($ (0)) -  IKl(y (1)) and since Ik ,($<0>) is normal and 
has n '-index in IM($ (0)), it follows that Ik1(^<0)) contains all Hall 
^-subgroups of IM($<0))- Since I ^ V 0 ) € H a H ^ I ^ y 0). again by 
Remark 2.1.3.(0 we have that IH(v (1)) e  Hall,^IKl^ (0)j and by the above 
I n K * ) *  Hall^lM f#® )). Therefore
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Ih(V 1,) - I h(*<0)). (2.1.25u)
By Lemma 2.1.12 we have IH(v <l)) ■ Ih(^<0>)» hence by (2.1.2Su) we have 
that IH($ (0)) -  IH(S<0)). and by (2.1.250 it follows that
. „ ( S < » > ) - i h (8, ' > ) - i „ ( 0
The above equality ensures that (2.1.25r) is a good B„-chain for p and that 
(2.1.25s) is the corresponding chain of Fong characters such that
'* /* ( * “ ) for «11 0  S i S n.
thereby proving that a  is strongly Jt-Fong for M. This completes the proof 
o f Proposition 2.1.25. I
2 .1.28 THEOREM
L et G  be k - separable, xe Bx(G) and a  a strongly n-Fong character o f  
X. then a  is subnormally Fong for %.
P reofL
We argue by induction on IGI. Let S be a proper subnormal subgroup o f G. 
Then S is a subnormal subgroup of some maximal normal subgroup M of G 
and since G is 7t-separable, the quotient G /M  is either a x-group or a 
Jt'-group.
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If O /M  is a  x '-group, then a  is strongly x -F ong  for M by Proposition 
2.1.25, and by the inductive hypothesis applied to M, a  is subnormally Fong 
for M. In particular if P I <xHr$  then 0  is Fong for S.
If G /M  is x -g roup, then by Lemma 2.1.23 every irreducible constituent of 
a MoH *s strongly x-Fong for M, and by the inductive hypothesis applied to 
M, every irreducible constituent o f otMnH is subnormally Fong for M. In 
particular, if  P I a HriS, then P is Fong for S.
Hence, in either case, a  satisfies the requirements of a subnormally Fong 
character o f G . I
2.1.29 Remark
Clearly our Theorem 2.1.28 answers Isaacs' question since, by Remark 
1.1.3(b), the Fong characters associated with a x€B„(G ) are also associated 
with x* € I*(G), where as usual (*) denotes restriction to x-classes. I
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S 2.2  An example.
In this section we look at Isaacs' Example 9.1 in {IM 4]. Isaacs 
provides this example to demonstrate that not all Fong characters associated 
with a x£ Bk(G) behave well with respect to normal subgroups. We shall 
apply our foregoing theory to this example to show that, for the same x. 
there exists a Fong character a  associated with x  such that a  behaves well 
with respect, not only to normal subgroups, but to subnormal subgroups as 
well.
Let Dg, the dihedral group o f order 8, act on A4 with the cyclic subgroup 
C of order 4 as the kernel o f this action. Let G denote the semidirect product 
o f A4 by Dg with respect to this action. For simplicity o f notation, write 
A -  A4 and D -  Dg. Take Jt-{2>, and notice that since G is soluble, it is 
clearly n-separable. Let 0 €  Inr(A) be the unique faithful character o f A4 
( o f degree 3) and Xe Iit(C) be one of the two faithful characters of C.
Claim 1: OXeB^AC).
Since C  is the kernel o f the action of D on A, the subgroups C and A 
centralise each other, and so A C -  A x C, the direct product of A and C. By 
Theorem 4.1 o f I IM 1) the irreducible characters o f A x C  are given by pxy, 
where pelrrfA ) and yeIrr(C ) and pxy  is defined by (pxy)(ac):«p(a)Y(c), 
where ae A  and c€C. By abuse of notation we write py for pxy and 
conclude that 0X€lrr(AC). It is easy to see that 0  is in fact in B„(A), and 
0X«(pX)AC, where p€lrr(V ) and V *  V4 <  A. Since both V and C  are 
n-groups, pX is in fact Jt-special, and hence pXeB*(VC). Theorem 1.2.8c
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applied to  VC implies that OXeBjfAC), and so Claim 1 is proved. I  
Claim 2: (0X)° -  x* B«(G).
Since X is not invariant in D, (C has two faithful characters that are conjugate 
in D), the character 8X is not invariant in G. Since IG : AO -  2, it follows 
that Ig (OX) -  AC, and by Clifford's Theorem the character x  ■ (0X)° is 
irreducible. Then Theorem 1.2.8b implies that x e B„(G) and Claim 2 is 
proved. I
If V denotes be the Klein 4 group contained in A, then 
H - V D i  Hall„(G).
Claim 3: where Oj is Fong for x , for i - 1 ,2, 3.
Since X“ (6X)°, we have x ( l)  ”  IG : AO(0X(1)) -  6, and it follows by 
Theorem 1.1.1 that at least one o f the irreducible constituents o f Xh> say otj. 
is Fong for x  and hence ®i(1)“ X(1)h“ 2. To prove the claim, it is enough to 
show that Xh has 00 irreducible constituent o f  degree 4 because Fong 
characters have minimal degree among the irreducible constituents o f Xh- 
But this follows easily from the fact that H has an abelian subgroup, namely 
V x C  o f  index 2, and so no irreducible character of H can have degree 
greater than 2. Therefore Xh >s the sum o f three irreducible characters all o f 
degree 2« xCHjp and Q aim  3 is proved. I
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Lei K be a normal subgroup of D such that K » V 4 and consider the 
subgroup N » AK o f G. Clearly N < G since IG : Nl ■ 2.
Claim 4: Xti isthe sum o f tw o distinct irreducible characters.
Since Xa ■ 20, and A £  N, the character Xn *s either irreducible or it is the 
sum o f two irreducible characters of degree 3. Assume, for a contradiction, 
that Xn  ■ y c ln fN ). Let Z(D) -  Z be the centre of D and consider the 
subgroup AxZ. Let p  be the non trivial ineducible character o f Z. Then 
clearly 0p is an ineducible character of A x Z  that lies over 0, and by the 
construction of % >* follows that it also lies below X- Since A k Z S N  with 
IN : AxZl -  2, a prime, and since 0p  is invariant in N, by Corollary 6.20 o f 
[IS 11, the character 0p  extends to N and all characters of N over 0 p  are 
extensions since N /A  x Z  is abelian. Therefore Xn cannot be irreducible and 
so Xn “ V i+V2- 110(1 b o *  Yi 40(1 ¥ 2  extend 0p  to N, and this proves our 
claim. I
Claim 5; Only one o f the oq for i - 1, 2, 3 reduces to the sum of two linear 
characters upon restriction to N n H .
According to Claim 4, the character Xn  >s thc sum o f  two distinct irreducible 
characters y ,  and y 2 say, each o f  degree 3, and they both clearly belong to 
B„(N) since x^B ^G ). Since V |0 )x -V 2 (1)xl" 1> at leasl one o f  ^  “ s'** 
upon restriction to N nH , m ust be the sum o f two distinct linear characters 
X, and Xj say, such that X! is Fong for y ,  and Xj is Fong for y 2. So we
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may assume, without any loss of generality, that a t is the Fong character 
with the above property. I f  O j also had the property that, upon restriction to 
Nr*H, it was the sum of two distinct linear characters i i t and p 2 say. then ji, 
would have to be Fong for y ,  and p2 Fong f°r V2- This would then imply 
that every irreducible constituent of (ypNrM*s linear for i - 1,2. In particular 
(03)noH would have to be the sum of two linear characters. This would 
imply that Xn^ h is thc sum o f six linear characters, which contradicts the fact 
that N nH  is not abelian. Hence a 2 and a 3 restrict irreducibly to N o H , and 
claim is proved. I
Q j iro f r  (®2)Nr\H “  “  P
Let a NrtH -  Irr(NnH), and let y t lie over p. Since y t and y 2 are in fact 
H-conjugate, the character y 2 must also lie over a conjugate o f p. But P is 
invariant in H, and therefore the character y 2 must also lie over p. So we 
have
( V tW a i^ i+ P  and (V2)Nrot“ ^2+P •
Therefore XNr«“ ^ t+^2+2P and this is equivalent to 
(c^ N oh -  ( a 3)NoH -  P, and claim 6 is proved. I
Next we want to show that a ,  -  a  is in fact subnormally x-Fong. So 
let us consider the lower k k '-series of G
1 < V < A < G
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where A «0*(G ) and V -0 * * (G ). We now have that %a ■ 2® 
(®i )aoH ■ 2x- where t  -  (X|)at*  -  (^2>a/~<h 40(1 (°a)AnH -  Pat h^ “  
( ° 3)AnH ■ Pi+P2- We Clearly have that IH(0) -  H and IH(x) -  H. It is easy 
to see that since x is linear it is strongly Ji-Fong for 0, and, by the stabiliser 
condition above, the character a  is strongly K-Fong for X-
Claim 7: a  is subnormally Fong.
The subnormal subgroups of G are all clearly contained in one (or more) of 
the maximal normal subgroups of G. The maximal normal subgroups o f G 
are A x C and two more of type AK, where K is a K lein-4 subgroup o f  D. 
In either case, the character a  restricted to a Hall rt-subgroup of a maximal 
normal subgroup is the sum o f linear characters. Therefore if S « G  and 
S *  G, then the constituents o f ctHrs  arc linear and thus they are Fong for 
S. I
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CHAPTER 3
S 3.1 X -in jeclory.
In this section we prove that the class o f ji- separable groups is a Fitting 
class. We will also show that if X denotes the class of groups that can be 
written as the direct product of their Hall n -  and Hall 7t'-subgroups, then 
any n-separable group G possesses an X-injector and all such X-injectors 
of G arc conjugate in G.
3.1.1 Definition
A Fitting class F  is a class o f groups, closed under the operations o f taking 
normal subgroups and forming normal products, that is to say
(i) i f  N <  G 6 F, then N e  F , 
and
(ii) i f  Nj, N2 e F  and N j, N2 <  G such that G -  NtN2, then G e  F .l
3.1.2 Proposition:
The class o f  n-separable groups form s a Fitting class.
Proof:
Let S ep *  denote the class o f 7t-separable groups. Then clearly, by 
Theorem 3.1 in Chapter 6 of [GO), the class SepK is closed under the 
operation o f taking normal subgroups. Therefore we only need to show that 
condition (ii) of the Definition 3.1.1 is satisfied:
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Since G /N , *  N2/(N 1o N 2), the composition factors of G in a composition 
series above Nlt are isomorphic to the the composition factors o f  N2 in a 
composition series above N trvN2; hence they are either ji-  or Tt'-groups.
G -N 1N 2
Since the composition factors of G below N, are isomorphic to the 
composition factors o f  N t and therefore also tc-  or n '-  groups, we see that 
G is  71- separable. I
Let X be the class o f all groups G that can be written as the direct 
product of 0*(G) and 0*«(G), in other words, all groups with unique and 
hence normal Hall k -  and Hall n '-subgroups.
34-? Proportion:
The class X  defined above is a Fitting class.
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To prove Proposition 3.1.3 above, we need the following lemma from 
Lockett's Thesis. Lockett proves this lemma with the assumption that G is 
soluble. The argument used in his proof depends only on Hall's Theorem, 
and therefore his result is also true for it-separable groups.
3.1.4 Lem ma ( Lemma 1.2.7 in [LO] )
L et L , K £  G such that L K -K L , and H €H allK(G) such that H reduces 
into L  and K. Then H reduces into LK, L o K , and 
(L rM X K nH ) -  KLoH. I
Proof o f  Proposition 3.1.3:
We must show that the class X  satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) o f Definition 
3.1.1.
Proof o f (i): Let N <  G where G eX ; thus G -0 * (G ) * Ox<G). Since 
N <  G and 0*(G) is a  Hall n-subgroup o f G, we have that NnO *(G) is a 
Hall ic-subgroup o f N. Since NrtO*(G) <  N, we must have that 
NnO*(G) -  0«(N). Similarly N o O ^ G )  -  0*{N). Hence 
N -0 « (N ) « 0*-(N), and therefore NeX.
Proof o f (ii): Let Nt -  O ^ N ,)  » O.KN,) and N2 -  O .fN j) x O ^ N j)  be 
normal subgroups of G -  N ,N 2. If Gn denotes a Hall it-subgroup o f G, 
then using Lemma 3 .1 .4 , we have,
( ^ n G ^ N a n G , )  -  N 1N2t <jk. (3.1.3a)
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Sine« N ,n O . is •  Hsli «-subgroup of N ,t it follows by hypothesis that 
N ,n O . -  CU N ,). tuid sitnilsrly N j n G . -  0«(N ,). Therefore (3.1.3s) 
implies that,
G  *■ 0«(N  j )0«(N2). (3 1 3 b )
Condition (3.1.3b) above implies that G„ <  G, and hence we have
O ^ O - O ^ N ,* ) « ^ ) .  (3.1.3c)
Similarly, if G *  denotes a Hall n '-subgroup of G, we have,
G *  -  < M G ) .  O k<Ni)OiKN2). (3.1.3d)
By (3.1.3c) and (3.1.3d), it follows that G has unique normal Hall n -  and
Hall Ji'-subgroups, and hence G -  0*(G) x Ok<G), proving that G eX . I
3.1.5 Definition
Let G be a K-separable group. Then the unique maximal normal 
X -subgroup o f G , denoted by Gx , is called the X -radical o f  G , and we 
note that Gx  “  0 * (G ) x 0*<G). I
3.1.6 Proposition
Let G be n-separable, and X  be the class o f  groups defined earlier. Then 
G x ^ C q  (G x  ) •
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Proof;
Let C  -  Qj(Gx). and assume for a contradiction that C  £  Gx. that is to say 
G x < CGx- Let T /G x  be a chief factor of G  with T  £  CGx and assume 
without any loss o f  generality that is a n-group. (Notice that by Dedekind's 
law (Cr>T)Gx -  CGxTYT- T .) Let H be a Hall n-subgroup o f T, then 
HGx “  T, and since 0*(G) $  H, we have that HO*- (G )-T . Since 
lH .O «.(G )l £0*>(G), we have that O ^ G ) centralises H 0^(G )/0«<G ). 
Clearly we have
and therefore [ H, 0*<G)1 -  1, that is to say H and O k<G) centralise each 
other. Therefore T » H x  0*<G), and this in turn im plies that T eX . Since 
T  <  G, this contradicts the m aximally of Gx- Therefore our assumption that 
C £  Gx  is false, and the result follows. I
and V* a Hall n ’-subgroup o f  C c(o*(G )). Then V„ and V * 
centralise each other.
Proof:
W e clearly have
H O irtG L ,
' O ^ O ) C M G r»H
* H
3.1.7 Proposition
L e t  G be n-separable. Let V K be a Hall n-subgroup o f  C e (o *  (G))
[V ..V .-1  i  CofO j^G ïjnC cfo^ (G)) 
S C o (0 ^ G ) » 0 ,r (G))
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£  O „(G) k O ^ G )  by Proposition 3.1.6.
Hence V*. centralises
V.CMOar'CG) ✓  » V /  » V ✓
'  CMG)CV(G) '  Ox(G)CV(G)r> V„ *b«<G)
Since V„. centralises 0*(G), we have I V„, V*. V*) -  1, and hence it 
follows from a well known result which is a corollary o f  Theorem 18.6 in 
Chapter I of lHU 1 that I V ., V*J -  1. Therefore V ,«  V *6  X, and this 
completes the proof o f Proposition 3.1.7. I
3.1.8 Proportion
L et G be a n-separable group. Let V* e  Hall,, (Cq ( o ^ G ) j j  and 
V „ e  H a ll,  (Co(o«(G))). Then the subgroup V .  V ,  . V ,  is X -  
maximal in G, and any two subgroups o f  this form are conjugate.
3.1.9 Remark
In future we shall denote the set o f all such subgroups o f the form V„ x V* 
by In jx (G). I
Proof o f  Proportion 3.1.8:
Let Gx  £ T  £ G , with T eX . Let T „b e  the unique Hall 7t-subgroup o f T. 
Then T„ centralises T*. and since T * £  0*<G), we know that T„ centralises 
0*>(G). Let V„ be a Hall x-subgroup of (G)j containing T*.
Similarly, let V* be a  Hall x'-subgroup of Cc (o„(G )) containing T*. Then 
T S V , *  V ^t thus proving that V„ x V*. is X -m axim al in G.
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Next we show that any tw o elements o f Inj x  (G) «re G-conjugate. Let V, 
V* «  Inj x  (O), then V -  V„ kV*. and V - V , « V . » ,  with 
V _  V ',€ H .a i , ( c 0(o«’(G ))) and V,.. V , «  H all,(C o(O ^G ))). Since 
Hall subgroups o f n -separable groups are conjugate, there exists 
x € such that V N o t i c e  that V,., V*„' are Hall
subgroups o f C c ^ ^ G jJo C c C V ’^), and so there exists a y €  CoiV**), 
such that V ^xy-  V*„». So w e have
( V , * V ^ - ( V / « ( V ^
- < v v « < v v >
- v , « v v
and this completes the proof. I
3 .1 .10 THEOREM
L et G  be a n-separable group and let Gx £  V , where V is X -m axim al 
in G. Then V nK  is  X -m a x im a l in K for all K « G .
P|22fL
By induction on IGJ we prove the following statement:
" If Gx £  V and V is X -m axim al in G, then, for all K « G ,  we have 
Kx  £  V nK  and V nK  is X-m axim al in K."
Let K « G  and first observe that Kx  -  K nG x  £  K nV . W e may asume 
without any loss o f  generality that K*G. Let M be a maximal normal 
subgroup of G containing K. Let V nM  S V  S M  with V eX , then it is 
sufficient to prove that V n M  -V -  for the result will then follow from that by
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the inductive hypothesis applied to M. W e need to examine two cases.
Case 1: G x * M .
If G x £  M, then G x C M x i V i V *  for some xeG, by 3.1.8. Therefore we 
have that V -  V n M  <, V*nM -  (V nM )1, and so it follows that 
IV I £  iVnM  I. Therefore by the choice o f V, we have V «V nM .
Case2: Gx CM.
By the maximality o f  M, it follows that G -  GXM. Notice that we have, 
[V, Gxl C l M, G x J C M nG x ■ Mx £  V n G x . It follows easily that 
G* C No(V). (If A. B £  G and [A, B) £  A nB  then A £  NC(B) and 
B £  N0 (A).) Hence V, G x <  VGx- Since X  is a Fitting class, it follows 
by 3.1.1.(ii) that VGx €X . By proposition 3.1.8 it follows now that 
VGX £  V*, for some x eG . Hence V -  V n M  £  (VnM)*, and, as before, 
we conclude that V -  V n M , as desired. I
3.1.11 Definition
Let Y be a class o f  groups. A subgroup V is a Y-iniector of  a group G if 
and only if  V nK  is Y -maximal in K for all K « G .  I
Using Proposition 3.1.8 and Theorem 3.1.10 we have:
3.1.12 THEOREM
L et G  be n-separable and X  be the Fitting class o f  Proposition 3.1.3. 
Then
(i) there exists an X -in jec tor  o /G , and
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(ii) Mil X - injectors are conjugate. I
$ 3.2 A çhjrgçtgrinic yubgrgup of  _G
In this section we prove that given xe Irr(G), where G is i t-  separable, 
there exists a unique normal subgroup o f G, which we shall denote by 
FN(x), such that FN(x) is maximal subject to the two properties: 
(i)FN(X) < G  and (ii) every irreducible constituent o f XfMx) *s 
factorable. W e also show that 0  PN (x)is a characteristic subgroup o f G.
X«Irr(G)
Let y  X(G) denote the set of normal subgroups N of G such that every 
irreducible constituent o f Xn >s it-factorable.
3.2.1 Proposition
Let G  be it-separable and x 6 Irr(G). Then ^  X(G) has a unique maximal 
element which we denote by FN(x). I f  FN(%) is a proper subgroup o f  G, 
then Io(0) is  also proper in  G  fo r  all 0 1 X ^ ^ -
To prove Proposition 3.2.1, we need the following lemmas 3.2.2 to 
3.2.4.
3 .2 .2  I-emma (Corollary 2.6 in US 31 )
Let G be n-separable and let x6lrr(G) be n -  factorable. Then every 
irreducible constituent o f  Xn  15 it-factorable for every normal (or 
subnormal) subgroup N o f  G. I
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3.2.3 Lemma ( Corollary 2.8 in US 3] )
Let G  be k - separable, and suppose G -  <  U, V  > , where U, V «  G 
and Ur»V -  N <  G, and each o f  U /N  and V /N  is  either a n-group or 
a id -  group. Suppose 0eIrr(U ) and <p€lrr(V) are n-factorable and 
that &s and <Pn  have common irreducible constituent T). Then every 
irreducible constituent o f  i\G is  n-factorable. I
3.2.4 I-emmi
Let G be a n-separable group, such that G -  MN where M, N < G. L et 
X € Iir(G) such that every irreducible constituent o f  both Xm and Xn 15 
n  -factorable. Then x  is it-factorable.
PtSQiL
We use induction on K3I. The result is clearly true for G - l .  We show first 
that we may assum e that M and N are maximal normal subgroups o f G. Let 
M®, N0 be maximal normal subgroups o f G, with and N0£ N .
Then clearly G  -  MoN0. By the Dedekind law Mq -  M î MqON) and 
N0 -  N(NoOM). By Lemma 3.2.2 every irreducible constituent o f XmqtiN 
and XNqtM  is ^-factorable, and so by the inductive hypothesis applied to 
Mq and Nq, every irreducible constituent o f x ^  and xNq is n - factorable. 
(See diagram in the next page.)
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O -M N
Therefore, from now on we may assume that M and N are maximal normal 
subgroups o f G. Since G is Jt-separable, G /M  and G /N  are either n -or 
x'-groups. Let y  I Xm^^ n- and choose 0 1 Xm and 9  • Xn  such that 
t ®Mr>N* Vl ^  0  ^ t 9 mon» V 1- The result now follows from Lemma 3.2.3. I
W e cite one more result before proceeding to the proof o f Proposition 
3.2.1.
3.2.5 THEOREM (6.16 in [ IS 1] )
L e t  N <  G, and let <p, 0 €  Irr(N) be invariant in  G. A ssum e  <p0 is 
irreducible and that 0 extends to  X e  Irr(G). L e t  
S -{  P* 11*011»°, PI ,1 0 } «Kf T -  (ycIrTfG) 11 (<p0)G, y  114 0}. Then 
P 1—► Px defines a bijccdon from  S onto T. I
Proof o f  Proposition 3.2.1:
Let N be a maximal element o f  7g(G ), which is non-em pty because the 
trivial subgroup l a  e » , ( 0 ) .  If x  is Jt-factorable, then obviously N -  G.
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Assume from  now on that x  is not «-factorable. Since x  *s not * -  
factorable, we have N < G. Let M /N  be a chief factor of G, and let p1 Xm 
such that 0  I p N. It then follows, by the m axim ally of N, that p  is not x - 
factorable.
Next we claim  that 0 is not invariant in G. Assume for a contradiction that 0 
is invariant in G; then clearly 0 is invariant in M. Let 0 - a P ,  where a .  P are 
x-special and x'-special, respectively. Since the x-factorisation of 
characters is unique by Theorem 1.2.5, the characters a  and P are invariant in 
M. Since G  is x-separable M /N  is either a 7t- or a x'-group. We may 
assume without any loss o f generality, that M /N  is a 7t'-group. Since a  is 
invariant in M and is x-special, it follows by Lemma 1.2.4 that a  has a 
unique x-special extension d  in M. Appealing to Theorem 3.2.5, we obtain 
abijection,
Irr(M I P) ---- ► Irr(M lap )
<p l-----► &q>.
Since p e ln fM  I aP ), there must, by the above bijection, exist a 
V e  Irr(M  IP), such that p=d\y . Furthermore, since \|f is x'-special, (by 
Lemma 1.2.3), we see that p i s  x-factorable. But this contradicts the 
maximality o f  N, and thus the claim is proved.
To prove the uniqueness of a maximal element of ? X(G), it is clearly enough 
to show that the product o f any two elements o f ? X(G) is also an element of 
y z(G), since this would imply that the maximal element of V X(G) equals
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I I l . Let Lj and L j be elements of ¥ X(G) and consider an irreducible 
LaWx(p)
constituent o f y  I Xl ^  • Then bY Lemma 3.2.4, the character y  is 
n-factorable and the result follows. I
3 .2 .6  D efinition
Let G be n-separable and x ^ In tG ). We denote the unique maximal element 
of 7 X(G) defined in 3.2.1 by FM x) ■
3.2.7 Rem arks
(a) Notice that if x  is n-factorable, then FN (x)-G .
(b) In [IS 3], Isaacs defines the following set F„(G) -  {(S, 6) I S « G  and 
0eIrr(S ) such that 6 is n-factorable}. He uses the notation F  V G ) , to 
denote the maximal elements of F*(G). In Theorem  3.2 of [IS 31 he 
proves :
LetG  be n-separable a n d x* Irr(G).
(i) There exists (U, 0) e  F*K(G) with (U, 0 ) ^  (G,x)- 
(H) I f  also (V, 9 ) €  F*(G) with (V, 9 ) ^  (G .x). then 
(V, 9 )* £  (U,0), for some geG . 1
(Whenever (U, 0), (V ^ Je F ^ G ), we say that (V.9 ) £  (U.0) if V £  U 
and 9 10V).
By pan  (ii) of Isaacs' result above, our F/V(x) ^  S fo r all S « G  such 
that (G, x) ^  (S, 9 ) c F 'j^ G ) . By the maximality o f  FN(x), and pan
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(ii) o f the theorem above, we must have that FN(%) ■ fl S*«CoreG(S),
g€0
the core o f S in G .l
Recall that X*(G) denotes the set o f  n-special characters defined in
1.2.1.
3.2.8 Proposition
Let G be n-separable and  H e  Hall„(G). Then B ^ G ) -  X K(G) i f  and 
only i f  every irreducible character o f  H extends to G.
For the proof o f Proposition 3.2.8, we need the following Lemmas.
3.2.9 Lemma ( Theorem F in US 51 )
Let G be n-separable and and suppose H  £  G has n'-index. Let 
V e  Irr(H) be n-special, and assume V (x)»y(y ) whenever x and y are 
G-conjugate n-elements o f  H. Then v  bas a n-special extension to G. 
I
3 .2 .10  Lemma ( Proposition 6.1.in (GA))
Let G be a n-separable group and H S G containing a Hall 
n-subgroup o f  G. Then the map x  »—» Xh is  an injection from  X„(G) 
into X «(H )J
I am grateful to Trevor Hawkes for pointing out to me the short proof of 
the following lemma.
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3.2.11 Lemma
L et G be a n-separable group and H eH all^G ). Then the number o f  
n-conjugacy classes o f  G is  less than or equal to the number o f  conjugacy 
classes o f  H.
Proof;
If X cG , let X ° -{ x * lx e X , geG}. Let C  be a conjugacy class of 
HeH allR(G), then C ° is a conjugacy class o f G. Let C* be any 7t-conjugacy 
class o f  G. Since by Hall's theorems HoC* # 0 ,  it is clear that the map 
cl(H) — >cl(G*)
C  i-----» C °
is surjective, where cl(H) denotes the conjugacy classes o f  H, and cl(G*) 
denotes the x-conjugacy classes o f G. Thus the result follows. I
3 .2 .12  Lemma: (Proposition 8.3 in [ IS 3))
L et G be x - separable andHeH all„(G). Then / o r a e  Irr(H), we have
a(l)-5}aO, xl XO)« • ■
X«B^G)
Proof o f  Proposition 3.2.8.:
Assume first that every irreducible character o f  H extends to G, and let 
a€ lrr(H ). Then by Lemma 3.2.9 we must have that a  has a unique x -  
special extension d  to G.
Hence there exists an injection *:Irr(H) ----- ► X n(G)
a  i------* d
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By Lem m a 3.2.10 the restriction X*(G) ----- ► Irr(H)
X I — • x„
is a lso  an injection, so we have IIrr(H)l -  LX„(G)I. Therefore we have the 
follow ing chain of inequalities:
ttrr(H)! *  IB^GX Ji IX^G)! -  Hrr<H)l,
where the first inequality follows by Lemma 3.2.11. Therefore we have that 
X ^ O - B . f G ) .
Conversely, if a e  Irr(H), then by Lemma 3.2.12 we have
o i D - ^ a O .  xl XO)« -  **  X<! >» (3-28a)
X«B^O) X«**<G)
by hypothesis. Since a ( l ) ^ 0 ,  there exists at least one x6 X„(G) such that 
[a° , x)  “  fa. Xj|) ^ 0. By Lemma 3.2.10 it now follows that XHm(X since
x(D«-xa)«
3.2.13 Corollary
Let G  be  n-separable and  HeHallx(G). Then X K(G) -  B*(G) i f  and 
only i f  G  has a normal k - complement..
Proof:
By [S A], if  G is n-separable the  following two statements are equivalent, 
i) G  has a normal Jt-complement, 
ii) Every irreducible character of H is extendible to G.
Proposition 3.2.8 implies the result. I
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3.2.14 Propor t ion
L et G be a K -separable group. Then fl FN(%) “  O ^G ) * 0*<G).
X«Irr(G)
Proof;
Let L -H P M x). and let 0eIrr(L). Then there exists Xe Irr(G), such that
X<Irr(G)
0 1 Xl- Since L  £  FN(x), it follows by Lemma 3.2.2 that 0 is «-factorable. 
Hence every irreducible character o f L is «-factorable , and so it follows by 
Proposition 1.2.7 that BI((L )-X ’I((L) and B*« ( L ) - X x> (L). By Corollary 
3.2.13 we have that L has both normal « -a n d  «'-complements and so it 
follows that L«0„(L) x O* (L). Therefore L  belongs to the class X defined 
in the previous section. By the maximality o f G x , we therefore have
L  £  G x -  0«(G) x ( M G ) . (3.2.14a)
Clearly, every irreducible character o f Gx  -  O ^ G )  x O ^ G ) is «-factorable, 
since the irreducible characters of direct products are given by taking 
products o f characters, and IrriO ^G )) -X ^ O ^ G ))  and 
Itt(Ok<G)) -  X jf  (O* (G)). So given Xe  every irreducible
constituent of Xox *s ^-factorable, and by m axim ality of FN(x), we must 
have that G x £  FN(x) for all Xe  Irr(G). So we have
G x i  (3.2.14b)
X«In<G)
Combining (3.2.14a) and (3.2.14b) the result follows. I  »
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CHAPTER 4
§  4.1 Pgffll  C h w tc r »
In this chapter we give an alternative way for constucting a set 
P*(G) C  IrriG). such that • :  P„(G) —* I„(G) is a bijection, where • denotes 
restriction to Jt-classes, provided that 2 e  n  or IGI is odd. Since B„(G) is 
also such a set, we will prove our assertion by showing that P*(G) -  B„(G).
4.1.1 THEOREM
L e t  G  be n-separable and x e Irr(G). Then there exists a pair (F, 0) such 
that F  £  G and (3 is n-factorable irreducible character o f  F  such that
0« CCC(x).
4.1.2 Remarks
(a) W e shall explain the notation o f theorem 4.1.1. Let G be any group and 
N <j G. Let also X « W 3 ) and 0 1 Xn - I f  T -Ic (0 ), then by Clifford's 
Theorem there exists a unique Ije Irr(T 10) such that £G-X- We call such 
a £ the unique Clifford correspondent o f x  with respect to 0. W e can 
repeat this process and consider Clifford correspondents (in T) for the 
Clifford correspondent 5 o f %■ A character y ,  arising via any such 
iterations, we call a compound Clifford correspondent (C C Q  o f x  and 
we denote this set o f objects by CCC(x). Note that if  yeC C C (x), then 
¥ ° - X
(b) The set CCC(x) was first defined by Isaacs in [IS 6].
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(c) It will be clear that our construction o f the pair (F, P) in 4.1.1 determines
it uniquely up to conjugacy. I
Proof o f Theorem 4.1.1:
If X is * n-factorable, then take (F, P) -  (G, x). which clearly satisfies the 
conclusions of the theorem.
If x  is not n-factorable, then by Theorem 3.2.1 there exists a unique normal 
subgroup N (»FN(x)) o f  G maximal with the property that every 
irreducible constituent of Xn is n-factorable and moreover, if 0 1 Xn> then 
Io(0)<G. Let T  -  Iq (0) and let ^ be the Clifford correspondent o f x  with 
respect to 0. We call (T, £) a Clifford pair for (G, x)- If 5 is not 
n-factorable, then we can repeat the process and find a Clifford pair for 
(T, £). We continue this way until we reach a n-factorable character, and 
then we have
(O, x) -  (To. 5o) > <T|. 5,) > . . . > (Tk. 5k). (4.1.1a)
where (Tit £j) is a  Clifford pair for (TM , for i -  1 , . . .  k, and where ^  
is n-factorable. Put (F, P) -  (Tk, £k). Observe that, at each stage, the pair 
is determined up to conjugacy in T j.j, and in particular, the terminal 
pair is determined up to G-conjugacy. This completes the proof of Theorem 
4.1.1. I
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4.1.3 Definition
Let G be a n-separable group and xe In<G). A terminal pair (F, P) (with P 
7i-factorable) of a chain of Clifford pairs described in (4.1.1a), is said to be a 
factorable limit for X- The character p  is a factorable limit character, and the 
set of factorable limits for x  is denoted by fl(x). ■
4 .1 .4  Remarks:
(a) Note that if  x  is Tt-factorable, then fl(x)-{(G , x)}-
(b) If (T, £) is a Clifford pair for (G, x). then it is clear from the definition 
that fl($)C fl(x).
(c) Notice that by Theorem 4.1.1 all factorable limit characters are conjugate 
and therefore have the same degree. I
4.1.5 Definition
Let G  be 7t-separable. We write P*(G) to denote the set o f x  €  Irr(G), such 
that some (and therefore each) factorable limit character of x  is it-special. I
For convenience of notation, we make the following hypothesis.
4 .1 .6  Hypothesis
Let G be a  rc-separable group such that either 2e n  or IGI is odd. I
4.1.7 THEOREM
Assum e the hypothesis 4.1.6. Then BX(G) -  P„(G).
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To prove Theorem 4.1.7 we need the following Proposition 4.1.8
4 .1 .8  Proposition
Assume the hypothesis 4.1.6 and let N <  G. L et x  € Bt(G) and <p I Xn • 
L et also ^  be the Clifford correspondent o f  X with respect to <p. Then 
X€ B „(G) i f  and only i f  B„(T), where T  ■ IG(<p).
To prove Proposition 4.1.8 we need the following Lemmas 4.1.9 to 
4.1.13.
4 .1 .9  Lemma ( Corollary 6.17 in [ IS 1))
L et N < G and le t x  ^IrrfG) be such that xN -  0  e  Irr(N). Then the 
characters p x  f ° r  P6 /N  ) ate irreducible, distinct for distinct p and 
are all the irreducible constituents o f  6°. I
4 .1 .10  Lemma ( Corollary 4.3 in [ IS 3))
L et M <  G  and T  S G  with MT -  G and M n T  -  K. Lei Itt(K) 
be invariant in  T  and assume 0 -  £M is irreducible. Then induction defines 
a bijecdon Irr( T l  £ )  —♦ Irr(G 10). I
Let Q* denote the field extension o f Q obtained by adjoining to Q all 
complex n -th  roots of unity for all K-numbers n. Then we have the 
following lemmas:
4 .1.11 Lem ma (Corollary 12.1 in [IS  31)
L et x  «  B„(G) fo r  a K-separable group G. Then x(g) e  for all
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g e G. I
4 .1 .1 2  Lemma ( Lemma 3.1 in [ W O ])
L et G be n-separable and  M < G .  L et X e  I*t(G) such that 
Xm «B «(M ). Then
(a) there exists a unique linear X e  Irr(G) satisfying 
M O*(G) £  Ker (X) a ndk% *  B„(G); and
(b) i f x lg )  c  ©* for all g eG . then X2 -  1Q. I
4 .1 .13  Lemma
Let G be n-separable and T  £  G. L e t  y  e  B „(T) such that y °  ■ x  «  
an irreducible character o f  G. Then x(g) e  ©* for all g e G .
Proof:
Using the usual induction formula we have
x(g) -  v °  (g) -  ( l / l  T  l) £  v°(xgx-l).
xcO
where y ° ( t ) «  y  ( t ) if t  e  T  and y°(y ) -  0  if y* T. Since y  e  B *(T), by 
Lemma 4.1.10 we clearly have that y ( t ) e  <D* for all t e  T. and thus the 
result follows. I
Prggf of Prgposition 4.1.8:
We shall prove the result by induction on IGI.
First suppose that N <• G. Then by n-separability we know that G /N  is 
either a  n -  o r  a »c'-group. If G /N  is a n-group, then the result follows by
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Lemma 1.2.14. If G /N  is a Jt'-group, then the result follows by Lemmas
1.2.12 and 1.2.13. Hence, from now on, we can suppose that there exists a 
maximal normal subgroup M of G such that N < M. W e examine separately 
the two possible cases that may arise.
Case 1: G /M  is a Jt-group.
Since M <  G and contains N, we m ust have that IM(<p) “  TnM . We may 
assume that M T-G , for if MT < G , then the result follows easily by the 
inductive hypothesis applied to MT and Lemma 1.2.14. Hence we have the 
followingconfiguration:
G
Let 0 1XM’ such that 0 lies over q>. Let Ç be the Clifford correspondent o f 0 
with respect to <p. Clearly Ç is a constituent of  ^ MnT> since Ç lies under x  and 
Ç is the only irreducible constituent o f  Xt  lying over <p. (The last fact follows 
from Theorem A. 1.5 (c) in the appendix.)
If x€B*(G), then by Theorem 1.2.8a it follows that 0€ B*(M). Hence by the 
inductive hypothesis applied to M , we have Ç €  B*(M nT). Since 
IT : Mr>Tl -  IG : M I, which we are assuming to be a n-num ber, Theorem 
1.2.8a implies that Çe B„(T). >
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Conversely, if £eB*(T), then by Theorem 1.2.8a, we have (cB f/M n T ). By 
the inductive hypothesis applied to M, we obtain 0eB„(M). Theorem 1.2.8b 
now implies that xeB*(G), and the result is true in this case.
Case 2 : G /M  is a n'-group.
As for Case 1, we may assume, by Lemmas 1.2.12 and 1.2.13 that MT = G. 
W e will also use the same notation used in Case 1. Let I-IciO). We have to 
look at two separate cases.
Subcase 2.1: I<G.
If I <  G, then since I £  M and G ■ MT, we also have that IT -  G. Thus we 
have the following configuration:
G
Notice that In T  » I|(cp). Let x be the Clifford correspondent of 0 with 
respect to x. and let p be the Clifford correspondent o f x with respect to <p. 
Then (p1*)0  « (p1)0 * x° -  %. Therefore pT is an irreducible character of T,
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and by the uniqueness of Clifford correspondents, we must in fact have 
pT-  4- If X 6 B*(G), then by Lemma 1.2.13 it follows that xeB^CI). Since p 
is the Clifford correspondent o f x with respect to <p, by the inductive 
hypothesis applied to I, we can conclude that p c B ^ r d ) ,  and therefore 
ÇeBj/T) by Lemma 1.2.12.
Conversely, if Çe B*(T), then by Lemma 1.2.13 it follows that p € B*(TnI), 
and by the inductive hypothesis applied to I, we have that x e  B„(I). Since 
x° « x« the result follows by Lemma 1.2.12. To finish the proof of 
Proposition 4.1.8, we need only examine the remaining case:
Sufecasç 1 1 : I - G .
If X€B,j(G), then since we are assuming that 0 is invariant in G, it follows 
by Lemma 1.2.11 that x  is the unique extension of 6 that lies in B*(G).
G
By the inductive hypothesis applied to M, we also have that £ g B ^ M n T ). 
Since M T-G , Mackey's Theorem implies that
« “ H l - C t l W “ - (4.1.8*)
The left hand side o f  (4.1.8a) equals 0, which is irreducible; therefore we 
must have that 5mt>t  *s 311 irreducible character o f  M nT. It then 
follows that SmtiT “  C* particular £ is invariant in T. Since the hypotheses 
o f  Lemma 4.1.10 are satisfied, induction of characters is a bijection 
Iit( T I £ ) —♦ Irr(G 10). Let £ be the unique extension o f £ that lies in 
B*<T). We claim that £ -  Consider the character (£ )° , which by the 
above bijection is irreducible and lies in Irr( G 10). By Lemma 4.1.12(a) it 
now follows that there exists a linear character X o f  G such that 
(C)GX e  B„(G) and ker(X) 2  MO*(G) «M . Notice that since X is linear 
(0 ° X  is in fact an extension of 0 to G  and by Lemma 1.2.11 we must have 
(£)°X -  X- If X ^ 1G. then by Lemma 4.1.13 we have that (£)°(g) e  Q„ and 
hence Lemma 4.1.12(b) implies that X2 -  1. Since X 4  I q . we must have 
that o(X) ■ 2. But this cannot happen since o(X) must d ivide the x'-num ber 
IG /M  I, which is odd by hypothesis 4.1.6.
Conversely, if ^eB^CD, then clearly Theorem 1.2.8a implies that 
£cBg(MrVI). Notice that every irreducible constituent o f  £MnX induces 
irreducibly to M. (This follows from the fact that every irreducible 
constituent o f £Mr,T hes in Irr(M oT I <p) and since M n T  -  IM(q>), by 
Clifford's Theorem induction is a bijection from In-(MrYTkp) into Irr(M kp).) 
Every such induced character belongs to the same G -o rb it as 0. Since we 
are assuming that 0  is invariant in G, we must have, by the uniqueness of the 
Clifford correspondent o f 0 with respect to <p, that £ is the only irreducible 
constituent o f  SMnT and in fact £MnT -  C by Theorem 1.2.10. So we have 
that -  0  -  ($g)m ■ Xm • that is to say, x  extends 0  to G. Since
CeB^MrYT), we m ust have that OeB^M ), by the inductive hypothesis 
applied to M. As before we have that xX is the unique extension of 0 that
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lies in B^G) for some linear character X o f G and using the arguments of 
Subcase 2.2 above, we can show that X must equal 1G, thus proving that 
X € B„(G). The proof is now complete. I
Before proving our Theorem 4.1.6, we provide the reader with a small 
summary of the construction o f Isaacs' B*(G) set. Given a x  € Irr(G), let 
(S,8)€ F*(G, x  ). that is to say (S, 0) is a maximal subnormal pair for x 
with 0 a x-factorable irreducible constituent of Xs- Isaacs considers the 
subgroup Iq (S, 0), which is used to denote the inertia subgroup of 0 in the 
NC(S), and proves the following:
(i) (Theorem 4.4 in [IS 3 ) ). Let G be a n-separable group, x £ In<G) 
and  (S,0)€ F*(G, x)- Then induction o f  characters defines a bijecdon 
I n ( lo < S ,e ) le ) — » Irr(G I8).
(ii) (Lemma 4.5 in [IS 3 ] ). L e tG be a n-separable group, xeIrr(G ) and 
(S, 0)e F*(G, x)t tsnth S a proper subnormal subgroup o f  G. Then 
Io (S .0 )< G .i
Using these two results, he constructs, for any ItT(G), a pair (W, y ), 
unique up to G-conjugacy, such that (p is 7t-factorable and <pG ■ %■ He calls 
any such pair a nucleus for x  and the character y  he calls a nucleus character 
for x- He then goes on to define the set B*(G) as the set o f X€lrr(G) such 
that some (and therefore each) nucleus character of x  is ic-special.
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P roof o f Theorem  4.1.7:
W c use induction on IGI. Let x eIrr(G). We first note that if X is a k -  
factorable, then theorem is clearly true, since in that case 
nuc(x) -  ((G, x)> -  fl(X) and hence x e B *(G). and also Xe  P*(G). So we 
may from now on assume that x  is not n -factorable .
Assume first that x e B *<G). Let cp I Xfmx) and ,ct ^  ^  die Clifford 
correspondent o f x  with respect to <p. According to Proposition 4.1.8 we 
have that IjeB^CD, where T  -  Ic(<p). Since T  < G by Proposition 3.2.1, the 
inductive hypothesis applied to T  implies that ÇeP„(T). By the construction 
o f P*(G) we have that xe P *(G) if  and °nly if ^e P nCT)- Hence 
b k(G) C P*(G).
Conversely if x 6P x(G), then clearly £ e P x(T). Arguing as before, we see 
that T < G  and hence the inductive hypothesis applied to T  implies that 
^ e B x(T). It follows now by Proposition 4.1.8 that xeB*(G), and the proof 
is complete. I
4.1.14 Corollary
Assum e the hypothesis 4.1.6. Then the restrictions x* o f  X e  P* (G) to 
n-elem ents are distinct and form a basis fo r the n-class functions o f  G.
PrgsfL
It follows immediately by Theorem 4.1.7 and the corresponding result for 
B„(G). ( Theorem 9.3 o f DS 3L) I
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It would be interesting to know whether it is possible to prove that the set 
IX6 P«(G)} forms a basis for the x-class functions o f G if  we drop the 
hypothesis 4.1.6.
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APPEN D «
In this appendix to the thesis we state without proofs certain results that 
will be useful to the reader for the understanding o f the thesis.
S A 1 Clifford’!  Theorem
In this section we state Clifford's Theorem and other relevant results. First 
we need to define the concept of a conjugate class function.
A.1.1 Definition
Let G be a group and N <  G. If 0 a class function o f N and gcG , we define 
0*:N — ► C by 0*(h)«0(ghg‘ l). We sav 0* is conjugate to 0 in G. I
A. 1.2 THEOREM  (Clifford )(see 6.2 in QS 1] )
Let N  <  G and let x 6 Irr(G). Let 0 be an irreducible constituent o f  Xn
and suppose 0=0i,©2............. 0t are the distinct conjugates o f  Q in G.
Then
t
Xn  -  ' Z  9, (A . 1.2.1)
¡-I
where e -  [xn, 01.
Proof: (See theorem 6.2 in [IS 11). I
A. 1.3 Definition
Let N <  G and let 0eIrr(N). Then
Ic O M g e G  I 0«-0) 
is the inertia subgroup of 0 in G. I
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Note that since Iq(0) is the stabiliser o f the action o f G on Irr(N), it is a 
subgroup of G and contains N. Note also that by the Orbit -  Stabiliser 
Theorem it follows that IG : IG(0)l equals the number o f distinct 
G-conjugates o f  0, and so in the formula (A.1.2.a) we have that 
1- 10 : 10(0)1.
A. 1.4 Remarks
(a) Note that the t in formula (A.1.2.a) divides IG : NI.
(b) It turns out that e in the formula (A.1.2.a) also divides IG : Nl. In 
Chapter 11 o f [IS 1] we find a proof of this fact. This is done by 
showing that e is the degree of an irreducible projective representation of 
G /N  and it hence divides IG : Nl. I
The following Theorem is also an other very important result of Clifford.
A .1.5 THEOREM (Clifford)(see 6.11 of US 1) )
L et N < G ,0 € I tt(N) and T  -  Iq (0). A lso  let 
A  -  (y c In tT )  I [y N,0J 4 0} and 8  -  {x« I it(G) I [xN.01 * 0}. Then
(a) i f  y e  A , then y  °  is irreducible,
(b) the map y  i— »y  °  is a bijection o f  A  onto 8 ,
(c) i f  y °  -  x. »Wth y e  A , then y  is  the unique irreducible constituent 
o fX j which lies in A , and
(d) i f  y ° « x .  with y e  A . then lyN.0) -  Ixn.01- I
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A .1.6  Definition
Let N <  G and let X.9.V be as for Theorem A. 1.3. Then y  is called the 
Q iffqrd correspondent of y with respect to 8 .
§  A.2 Brauer Characters
In this section o f the appendix we give a brief description o f  the theory of 
Brauer characters. Most o f this section comes directly from chapter 15 of 
[IS 1L We shall use the same notation as that of US I t
Let R be the full ring of algebraic integers in C, let p be a prime and let F 
be the field constructed by choosing a maximal ideal M 2  pR of R and 
setting F  -  R /M . Let (•) denote the natural homomorphism R —» F. Then 
P i* "  P*“  0, and so it follows that the characteristic o f  the field F  is p.
We need the following lemma before defining the Brauer Characters.
A.2.1 Lem m^ (15.1 in [IS 1] )
L e t  U«{eeC I em« l  for some m e Z  with p I  m j. Let R, F a n d • be as 
above. Then
(a) U C R ;
(b) • maps U isomorphically onto F  * ;
(c) F is algebraically closed and algebraic over its prime field.
Proof:
The proof appears in 15.1 o f [IS 1). I
Let *  be an F-representation of a group G. Let S be the set of p -
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regular elements o f G. (Recall that an element is p-regular if  it has order not 
divisible by p.) We define a  function <p:S —*C as follows. Let xe S and let
e ,, e2.............ef e  F“ be the eigenvalues o f X(x), counting multiplicities. So
f  -  deg X and T e i  -  y (x ), where y  is the F-character afforded by X. By 
A.2.1.(b) there exists for each i, a unique Uj €  U such that (U j)*-^. Let 
< * x ) « £  u4. The function <p:S — >R C C is called a Brauer character o f G 
afforded by X. Since X (x) and P -‘X(x)P have the same eigenvalues, 
similar F-representations afford equal Brauer characters and also Brauer 
characters are constant on conjugacy classes.
Let X lfX 2.............Xr be a set of the similarity classes o f irreducible F -
representations of G and let <plt tpj, . . . ,  <pr be the Brauer characters 
afforded by Xj. We sav that the q>j are irreducible Brauer characters and we 
write IBr(G )-{9 i}.
The main reason that Brauer characters are important is that they provide 
a connection between ordinary characters o f a group G over C and 
characteristic p representations of G. In fact, we have the following 
theorem :
A.2.2 THEOREM  (15.6 o f OS ID
L et x  be an ordinary character o f  G and let x* denote the restriction o f  X 
to S, the set o f  p-regular elements o f  G. Then x* is a Brauer character 
o fG  (for any choice o f  the ideal M ). I
Next we mention a few more results that we will be assuming in tha main
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part o f the thesis.
A.2.3 Definition
Let xeIrr(G ) and let %• be the restriction o f x  *o the p-regular elements of 
G. Write
v  - E v p
**IBr<G)
The uniquely defined non negative integers d^q, are the decomposition 
nu?nber$ of G for the prime p. I
W e view the decomposition numbers as forming a IIrr(G)l x IIBr(G)l 
matrix, called the decomposition matrix. We have the following very 
importanttheorem:
A.2.3 THEOREM (15.10 in OS 1] )
The decomposition matrix (d*<p) has linearly independent columns. Also, 
IBr(G) is a basis fo r  the space o f  C- valued class functions defined on 
p - regular elements o f  G.
Proof:
The proof appears in OS 1]. ■
As a corollary to the above theorem we get that the number of p-regular 
conjugacy classes o f G equals IIBr(G)l. It also follows that given 
<p€ DBr(G), there exists a xG Irr(G) such that d ^ O .
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S A.3 M ickey'»__ Theorem
In this section we state without proof Mackey's Theorem and we also 
describe a special case (Corollary A.3.2) o f  this theorem that we use 
throughout the thesis and refer to simply as Mackey's Theorem
A.3.1 THEOREM (Mackey) (Problem 5.6 in OS ID
L et H, K S G  and le tT  be a set o f  double (H, K )-coset representatives,
thus G -  U HtK
t«T
is a disjoint union. If\\r  e  Irr(H), then
( V ° ) i t - 2  (v hV>k ) K (A.3.1.a)
A.3.2 Corollary
L etH , K £  G with K H  -  G and suppose V e  Irr(H). Then 
( V ° ) k -  (V H rM t)* -
Proof:
Corollary A.3.2 follows immediately from (A.3.1.a) above by subtituting in 
the formula t -  1, since by hypothesis there exists only one double coset, 
namely H K - G .  I
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